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Disclaimer
This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United
States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor
their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability
or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information,
apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe
privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process,
or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily
constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States
Government or any agency thereof. The view and opinions expressed herein do not
necessarily state of reflect those of the United States Government or any agency
thereof.
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Abstract
Work began on the ConocoPhillips Gas Hydrates Production Test (DOE award number
DE-NT0006553) on October 1, 2008. This final report summarizes the entire project
from January 1, 2011 to June 30, 2013.
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Executive Summary
The objective of the study was to perform field trial on the North Slope of Alaska to
evaluate CO2/CH4 exchange, a methane hydrate production methodology whereby
carbon dioxide is exchanged in situ with methane molecules within a methane hydrate
structure, releasing the methane for production. In addition, production by
depressurization was also evaluated. This was a short term test using a “huff and puff”
injection/production cycle from a single well to demonstrate the CO2/CH4 exchange
concept at larger-than-lab scale.
From 2008 to 2011 a suitable test site was identified and access permissions were
obtained for the field trial. The test well, Iġnik Sikumi #1, was drilled from a temporary
ice pad in early 2011 and the injection/production test was performed in early 2012.
Production operations began in January 2012 and ended in May 2012, when the well
was plugged and abandoned.
During the injection phase of the field trial, the total injected volume of gas was 215.9
Mscf, which consisted of 167.3 Mscf N2 and 48.6 Mscf CO2. Composition was tightly
controlled during this period with an average molar injection ratio of 77.5/22.5 N2/CO2.
After injection, production proceeded in these phases:
1.

jet pumping above methane hydrate-stability pressure

2.

jet pumping near methane hydrate-stability pressure

3.

jet pumping below methane hydrate-stability pressure

During production testing, approximately 70% of 167.3 Mscf of injected nitrogen was
recovered. In contrast, only 40% of the 48.6 Mscf injected carbon dioxide was
recovered during the production period. A total of 855 Mscf of methane was produced
over the total production period. Along with the various gases, water and sand were
also produced. A total of 1136.5 bbl of formation water was produced.
Conclusions presented in this final report are preliminary. They represent a current
understanding, based on limited analysis performed with rudimentary tools. More
definitive conclusions are expected as knowledge of mixed hydrate systems mature;
however, here are the conclusions included in this report:
•
•
•
•
•

A 23 mol% CO2 – N2 mixture was injected into a hydrate-bearing zone in which
free water was present, and these gases did interact with native hydrate
Test data indicated that solid-state CO2 – methane hydrate exchange did occur
A simple adiabatic homogeneous instantaneous equilibrium model cannot predict
the observed production behavior
During depressurization, bottomhole pressures below 400 psia are achievable
during active hydrate dissociation; this sand face pressure is below that pressure at
which equilibrium models predict that icing should occur.
Wellbore conditions must be managed effectively for efficient production of
hydrates (the wellbore conditions to manage include: solids control; temperature
control; and water levels)
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After completing the field trial, final abandonment of Iġnik Sikumi #1 wellsite was
completed May 5, 2012. Tubing, casing-tubing annulus, and FLATPak™ tubes were
filled with cement, which complies with the abandonment procedure approved by the
Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission. The wellhead area was refilled and
graded to ensure it would return to its original grade following the spring melt-back of
the ice pad. The final inspection of the wellsite was conducted by the Alaska
Department of Natural Resources September 5, 2012, by helicopter.

Field Trial Goals
The objective of the field trial was to evaluate CO2/CH4 exchange. This is a methane
hydrate production methodology where carbon dioxide is exchanged in situ with
methane molecules within a methane hydrate structure, which then releases the
methane for production. Production by depressurization was also evaluated during this
field trial. This was a short term test using a “huff and puff” injection and production
cycle from a single well to demonstrate the CO2/CH4 exchange concept at “larger-thanlab” scale.
Specifically the field trial aimed to:
•
•
•
•
•

validate exchange mechanism results from laboratory work
confirm injectivity into naturally occurring methane hydrates
confirm methane release without production of water or sand
obtain data to calibrate reservoir-scale modeling
demonstrate stable production of natural gas hydrates by depressurization

Test Chronology
This section provides a brief timeline of events that took place during the field trial.
•

2008 – 2010
o Identify and gain access to the test site

•

2011
o Drill, log, complete and suspend Iġnik Sikumi #1
o Design field test

•

2012
o
o
o
o

Re-enter well and perforate
Perform exchange test
Perform depressurization test
P&A well and remediate site

Test Site Characterization
This section of the report provides information about test site characterization,
including details about how the site was selected and site selection criteria.
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Site Selection
The test site selection was based upon accessibility, proximity to North Slope
infrastructure, and confidence in the presence of gas hydrate-bearing sandstone
reservoirs with multiple reservoir targets. The target for this field trial were reservoirs
in high porosity, high permeability clastic sandstones of the Sagavanirktok Formation.
Gas hydrate reservoirs occur within and below the ice-bearing permafrost on Alaska’s
North Slope, because the gas hydrate stability zone includes temperatures that are
below and above the freezing point of water. For the field trial, reservoirs below the
permafrost were targeted for two reasons. First, it is difficult to differentiate ice-bearing
sandstones in the permafrost from hydrate-bearing intervals from well logs. Second, the
CO2/CH4 exchange experimental work was conducted at 4°C. This temperature
corresponds to a depth approximately 350ft below the base of permafrost.
Selection Criteria
Wireline logs are the primary dataset used to evaluate in situ gas hydrates from existing
wells. All wells drilled on the North Slope have penetrated the gas hydrate stability
zone; although less than one-sixth of these wells have been logged between base
permafrost and base gas hydrate stability zones. Sandstones with gas hydrate in their
pores exhibit high resistivity and high velocity (low transit time), like their ice-bearing
counterparts. Collett (1993) summarized sonic and resistivity log criteria to identify gas
hydrate-bearing sandstones: resistivity 50 times greater than associated water-bearing
sandstones and sonic transit time 40 microseconds per foot faster than adjacent wet
sandstones. Sandstone with pore-filling gas hydrate is identified by gamma ray log
response less than 55 API units; a sonic transit time of less than 140 microseconds/ft;
and resistivity greater than 30 ohm-m (see Table 1).
Table 1:

Log interpretation cutoff parameters for hydrate identification
Measurement
Gamma Ray (GR)
Deep Resistivity (Rt)
Sonic Slowness (dT)

Cutoff Value
< 55 API
> 30 Ohm-m
< 140 sec/ft

Many wells that fit the gamma ray and resistivity criteria for the presence of gas
hydrates have ambiguous sonic log response due to poor hole conditions and
incomplete log overlaps. In addition, partial post-drilling dissociation of gas-hydrate
bearing sandstones during subsequent deeper drilling may have occurred before
logging, which further complicates wireline log responses. Therefore, to improve
confidence in hydrate identification, mud log records were also reviewed. A mud log is
a compilation of penetration rate, cuttings description, and measurements of
hydrocarbon gases in the drilling fluid. Mud logs are compiled while drilling, before
any wireline logs are run. Interpretation of gas hydrates involves recognizing a gas
signature on the mud logger’s gas chromatograph over the interval identified as a
hydrate bearing sand from the well logs. Where this gas response was over 100 units it
was considered to be a “strong” indicator of gas (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1:

Mud log characterization

The selected field test site was adjacent to L-pad in the Prudhoe Bay unit (see Figure 2,
and Figure 4) and was selected based on high quality hydrate indicators on logs and
mud logs in 4 stacked reservoirs.
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Figure 2:

Location of L-Pad within the Prudhoe Bay Unit

PBU
KRU

L-106

Figure 3:

Log characteristics of the L-pad area showing a gross reservoir interval of 125 ft in four
stacked hydrate bearing sandstones, C (2), D and E. F sand is within the permafrost and is ice
bearing. Mud log gas response is highlighted in red.

L-101 (NWE1-02)
F

E

50ft

D

30ft
C

45ft

43F

B
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Figure 4:

Photograph of the test site area that shows the approximate location of the ice pad. Well paths
to underlying producing intervals are shown in red; L-106 (green) is the well with a full suite of
logs, and it passes through the C sand at the pink location.

L-106

Reservoir Mapping
A geocellular model was built to support reservoir simulation of gas hydrate-bearing
sandstones in the Sagavanirktok Formation (see Figure 5). All wells on this pad have
gamma ray logs, which may be used to correlate sands. From those correlations, a
structure may be built. All sands could be correlated across all wells in this area.
Figure 5:

Model AOI and well control shown on the Upper F sandstone structure surface. Black points
are well intersections at the top of the Upper F sandstone; blue points at the top of the B
sandstone.
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A structural and stratigraphic framework model was built across the Prudhoe Bay Unit
L-pad area, delineating the informally named B through F sandstones. A 3-D
geocellular model was then constructed over the central part of this framework model,
encompassing the B through D sandstones. This model was rescaled to the 3-D
gridding requirements of the reservoir simulator and exported for use in gas hydrate
process modeling. The model was constructed in Roxar’s RMS version 2010.01.
Structural and Stratigraphic Modeling
A seismically-defined structure grid of the top-most sandstone considered in this study,
the Upper F sandstone, was used as the basis for the 3-D structural model. This grid,
together with 10 fault surfaces, was interpreted and depth-converted. Structural surfaces
on deeper horizons were also interpreted and depth-converted, but the top Upper F
sandstone is regarded as the most reliable for use in 3-D structural modeling.
The original structure grid was conditioned to a subset of the well control in the L-pad
area. The top of the Upper F sandstone was picked in a total of 54 wells for which
gamma ray logs are available. The original depth grid was conditioned to all wells with
valid well picks and re-gridded with a smoothing filter and the fault surfaces to create a
smoother structure grid with better defined fault scarps (see Figure 6).
Figure 6:

Input vs. modeled top Upper F sandstone structure grid

A flow unit-scale reservoir zonation was established in this region, breaking out sandrich and sand-poor intervals. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show this stratigraphy on northsouth and east-west-oriented sections, respectively, through the approximate center of
the framework model AOI. Gross interval thicknesses are fairly consistent across the
AOI. The reservoir stratigraphy attempts to constrain the sand- and siltstone-rich
portions of upward-coarsening and fining sequences. A total of 12 zones are delineated;
six of them are sand-rich. Strata are labeled to conform to Sagavanirktok stratigraphic
nomenclature proposed by Collett (1993). Of these, the E, D and Upper and Lower C
sandstones are gas hydrate-bearing. The B and Upper and Lower F sandstones are fully
water saturated.
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Figure 7:

North-south stratigraphic cross-section (Datum is top Upper F sandstone)

Figure 8:

East-West stratigraphic cross-section (datum is top Upper F sandstone)

The detailed zonation revealed the existence of faulted sections within a number of the
wells (see Figure 8 for an example). Point sets of fault cuts in wells (called
“HardPoints”) were generated and used together with the seismically interpreted fault
surfaces (converted to fault sticks) in fault modeling. Some “pseudo-fault picks” were
also added to the HardPoints set to help keep wells on the correct side of the faults.
Isochore thickness well picks were used to generate gross thickness isochore grids.
Only wells with complete intervals (that is, not faulted) were used to generate the gross
thickness isochore grids to avoid thickness anomalies associated with faults. The
isochore grids were used, together with depth well picks, the Upper F sandstone
structure surface and modeled fault surfaces, to create the other stratigraphic horizons
using the Horizon Modeling functionality in RMS 2010.01.Table 2 is a summary of the
input data used in horizon modeling to generate the framework model. In effect,
horizon modeling involves adding gross thickness isochore grids from the top Upper F
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seismically defined structure surface downward while honoring the zone tops and fault
model.
Table 2:

Input data used in horizon modeling
Input Data

Element Modeled
Horizons

Well picks
Hard

1

Filtered structure
surface
2
Soft

Fault model

Isochores

Soft

0.9 confidence

3

A representative east-west structural cross-section is shown in Figure 9. The framework
model is about 16,000 x 16,000 feet aerially and about 1,045 feet thick from the top of
the Upper F sandstone to the base of the B sandstone. Minimum depth in the model is
1136 feet and maximum depth is 3025 feet SSTVD.
Figure 9:

East-west-oriented structural cross-section across the framework model

This framework model demonstrated that the test location is a structural trap with threeway dip closure to the north, east and south; and a fault closure with sands juxtaposed
against silts and shales to the west. The test location was mapped to be above the
lowest-known hydrate in the L-106 well for the E, D and Upper C sands. The Lower C
sands extend below the lowest-known hydrate in L-106 and carried a risk that it could
contain a gas hydrate/water contact.

Petrophysics
A complete suite of formation data was collected by a sequence of mud logging;
logging-while-drilling (LWD) of 13½” hole and 9⅞”hole; and a full wireline logging

1 Hard means that input data is exactly preserved.
2 Soft means that data is not necessarily exactly preserved.
3 A value of 0.9 indicates a high degree of conformance with the input gross thickness isochore grids.
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suite in 9⅞”hole during the 2011 winter season. Mud log data were collected under the
supervision of ConocoPhillips wellsite geologist from the bottom of the conductor
casing (110ft MD) to total depth of 2597ft. Mud loggers caught samples for real-time
geologist review, archival storage, and to fulfill USGS geochemical sampling protocol.
Preserved wet cuttings were canned every 60ft above surface casing point (1482ft MD)
and every 30ft from surface casing point to TD (2597ft MD). Samples were treated
with biocide, frozen and sent to the USGS for headspace gas analysis. In addition,
canisters of gas agitated from the mud stream (Isotubes) were recovered with the same
frequency and shipped to IsoTech Laboratories for compositional and isotopic analysis,
per USGS sampling protocol. Figure 10 depicts the mud log over the hydrate-bearing
interval of Sagavanirktok sandstones; shown are the rate of penetration, interpreted
lithology, quantitative gas-show measurements, and the sample description.
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Figure 10:

Mud log through hydrate-bearing Sagavanirktok sandstones
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Table 3 contains a summary of the Schlumberger wireline logging tools that were run,
with slight revisions to depths: Platform Express (PEX), Combinable Magnetic
Resonance (CMR), Pressure Express (XPT) and Modular Dynamic Tool (MDT).
Iġnik Sikumi #1 Openhole Data Collection

Table 3:

Logging Run
Mud log Mud
logging

LWD Run 1

LWD Run 2

Wireline Run 1

Wireline Run 2

Vendor
CanRig/Epoch

Sperry
(Halliburton)

Sperry
(Halliburton)

Schlumberger

Schlumberger

Hole Size
13½" &
9⅞"

Tool

13½"

Gamma Ray

GR

Resistivity

pre-invasion Rt

DensityNeutron

ΦD, ΦN

Gamma Ray

GR

Resistivity

pre-invasion Rt

Gamma Ray

GR

Sonic
Scanner
OBMI (+
GPIT)

ΔtC, ΔtS

9⅞"

9⅞"

9⅞"

Mud logger

Vertical & horizontal
resistivity

PEX

ΦD, ΦN

CMR

Schlumberger

9⅞"
Run 3A
Run 3B

Hi-Res image

Rt Scanner

HNGS

Drill pipe

Measurement
ROP, mud gas, sample
descriptions

natural gamma
spectroscopy
distribution of relaxation
times

XPT

P, T, fluid mobility

TLC
Gamma Ray
MDT miniFrac
MDT miniDST

Drill pipe conveyance
GR
P, T, fluid sampling
frac/breakdown pressures

Interval
110ft2597ft
110ft1482ft
110ft1482ft
110ft1482ft
1473ft2597ft
1473ft2597ft
1473ft2597ft
1473ft2597ft
1473ft2597ft
1473ft2597ft
1473ft2597ft
1473ft2597ft
1473ft2597ft
selected
points

selected
points
selected
points

Petrophysical Analysis
Figure 11 shows the basic log responses for the reservoir interval. The gamma ray
(Track 1) is the standard sand – shale discrimination tool, where the hydrate-bearing
sand intervals are recognized by the lower GR signal. The caliper log (Track 1 HCAL),
when compared to the bit-size curve (Track 1 BS) indicates a good quality borehole
throughout the hydrate-bearing intervals with minimal washout. The hydrate-bearing
intervals are identified by high resistivity (Track 4 AT90), low compressional slowness
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values (Track 5, DTCO) and separation between the conventional density and NMR
porosity curves (Track 6). The deepest reading resistivity curve, AT90, was collected
with the RtScanner and processed with a standard two-foot vertical resolution. A
threshold value of 2 ohm-m was chosen to identify the hydrate-bearing intervals
(shaded red). Lower slowness values correspond to faster velocities and indicate the
presence of a porosity-reducing hydrate that also strengthens the sand. A threshold
value of 140 µsec/ft was used to discriminate the hydrate-bearing intervals. The bulk
density measurement (RHOZ) is not affected when water is transformed into hydrate
because the density of the liquid and solid are virtually the same. For this reason, the
standard density log is the best option for determining the total pore volume filled with
liquid and hydrate. In contrast, the fluid-sensitive NMR log does not detect the hydrate
because the fast relaxation times associated with hydrate are not detectable by the
conventional logging tools. The combination of the two provides a useful way to
distinguish water-filled pores from hydrate-filled pores.
In Figure 11, hydrates are identified by high RT values, low compressional slowness
(DTCO), (i.e. high velocity), a subdued NPHI response, and the relationship between
low RHOB/high DPHI and low NMR porosity (TCMR) that results from fast T2 decay.
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Figure 11:

Iġnik Sikumi Log response with hydrate-bearing intervals (shaded)

The logs were analyzed to determine reservoir quality and calculate fluid saturations
(Figure 12). The Upper C sandstone was selected for the test because it is thick,
homogenous, and clean with uniform hydrate saturation. The interval has high
resistivity values and reduced slowness, both of which indicate hydrates in this
particular environment. The NMR relaxation time distributions (Track 6, T2D) in the
hydrate-bearing interval are broad, with strong bimodal behavior at some depths. The
faster relaxation times correspond to water in smaller or drained pores. In contrast, the
slower, more intense distribution in the Lower C sand (2330 and below) indicates a
water-filled sand without hydrate. This interval provides a baseline for any
interpretation of the NMR log.
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Figure 12:

Log characteristics of the Iġnik Sikumi Upper C sands showing homogeneous character and
well-defined bounding shales, and low moveable water

Tracks from left-to-right are: gamma ray, resistivity, sonic, neutron density, CMR T2
echo train and CMR calculated saturation (blue = free water, orange = capillary bound
water, brown = clay bound water).
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Hydrate saturation was calculated using four methods:
1.

Archie’s equation (Archie, 1942);

2.

Schlumberger’s Density-NMR method based on a conventional gas analysis
approach (Kleinberg et al, 2005);

3.

Multiple Mineral solution by linear regression, AIM (Klein et al., 2012); and

4.

Sonic (Xu and White, 1995).

The assignment of parameters in the conventional Archie’s method was based upon the
similarity in resistivity between hydrates and hydrocarbons (i.e., high resistivity
phases). The water resistivity (Rw) has a great deal of uncertainty associated with its
value in hydrate-bearing reservoirs, and was determined by conventional well log
analysis techniques in the water-wet sand at the base of the C sand interval. Standard
values for the Archie parameters “a”, “n” and “m” (i.e. 1, 2 and 2) were used given the
absence of independently determined results. Saturations were calculated using a
modified Archie expression where hydrate saturation is 1.0 minus water saturation.
Equation 1:

Modified Archie’s equation

1/ n

 Rw 
Sh = 1 −  m 
 φ Rt 
Where:

Sh = hydrocarbon saturation
Ø = porosity
Rw = formation water resistivity
Rt = observed bulk resistivity
n = saturation exponent (generally 2)
The NMR log-based interpretation model calculated hydrate saturation as the difference
between NMR porosity and density porosity (Kleinberg et al., 2005). This approach
was similar to conventional gas analysis methods where the density porosity approach
measures the total pore volume while the NMR responds only to the liquid filled pores
(gas density being so low that it approaches a value of zero). The NMR-based
interpretation model is driven by the observation that while liquid water has relaxation
properties that are easily detected by the logging tool, once that water is transformed
into a solid state, either as ice or hydrate, the relaxation processes are too fast for
detection by a conventional logging tool. The separation between a density-based
porosity and the NMR-based value in a hydrate-bearing interval reflects the amount of
hydrate (or ice) in the zone.
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Equation 2:

Hydrate Saturation model for NMR and Density logs

DPHI − TCMR
Sh =
DPHI + λ ⋅ TCMR

λ=
where

ρ fluid − ρ hydrate
ρ matrix − ρ fluid

Where:
Sh = hydrocarbon saturation
DPHI = density porosity
TCMR = NMR total porosity
ρ = density of fluid, hydrate or bulk matrix
The multiple mineral solution used a simultaneous equation solver with GR, PHOB,
DT and HPHI as inputs. The linear regression model generated outputs of sand, clay,
hydrate and water volumes. This solution was independent of resistivity.
The sonic method calculated hydrate saturation as the difference between sonic porosity
and density porosity, in a manner like the NMR-based interpretation model.
The results of these methods for hydrate saturation are shown in Figure 13. The
Archie’s and NMR methods provided a similar solution with average hydrate saturation
in the Upper C sand being 75%. None of these methods were calibrated to core, so
there was significant uncertainty in the actual saturations values. All methods indicated
that the hydrate saturation was high and relatively uniform in the Upper C sand.
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Figure 13:

Calculated hydrate saturations in Iġnik Sikumi using four different methods (Red = Archie’s
equation; Green = NMR method; Purple = multiple mineral solution; Black = sonic)

NMR data from the CMR tool was reprocessed to improve time and depth resolution of
the calculated relaxation time distributions. The original relaxation time distributions
were broad, with weak discrimination between fast and slow relaxation components
(Figure 14). Reprocessing with a similar T2 time basis (30 points between 0.3 to 3000
msec) and a fixed regularization parameter generated distributions with a more distinct
bimodal nature. The fast relaxation component represented capillary-bound water, the
majority of the free water in the hydrate-bearing intervals, while the slower component
was associated with free water in larger pores. Volumetrically this mobile water was
less than the faster capillary-bound water. The distributions were scaled to total NMR
porosity, which was significantly reduced in the hydrate-bearing zones. The water-
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saturated interval at the base of the C sand was identified by high NMR porosity and a
relaxation time distribution dominated by slower times (i.e., large water-filled pores).
Volumetric calculations from the NMR-Density model (Track 4, Figure 14), indicate
that there are large volumes of hydrate (green) in the Upper C sand with smaller
amounts of “free” water (dark blue) and capillary bound water (light blue). The Lower
C sand interval at 2350 ft. does not contain hydrate as shown by the large volume of
free water.
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Figure 14:

Original (Track 2) and reprocessed (Track 3) NMR T2 relaxation time distributions for the C
sand intervals
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Estimates of permeability based on NMR-measured properties were calculated with
both the TIMUR and SDR conventional models. Both approaches generated
permeability values greater than 1 Darcy in the water-bearing C sand (Lower C). The
permeability was calculated to be less than 1 mD in the hydrate-bearing Upper C sand.
These values are not actually measurements of permeability; instead, the models are
based on pore geometry models of porosity and estimates of pore size, and should be
used with caution.
Acoustic velocities were calculated from the first arrivals of Monopole and In-line
Dipole of the Dipole Sonic Tool. The waveforms were well behaved with clearly
resolvable first-arrivals (see Figure 15). The hydrate-bearing intervals stood out on the
waveform plots by the increased attenuation (loss of signal amplitude). The Vp
velocities ranged between 2500 and 3000 msec, comparable to the values obtained on
the nearby L-106 and Mt. Elbert wells (Collett and Lee, 2012), and laboratory-based
measurements (Howard et al., 2011). The Vp/Vs ratio was around 2.5.
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Figure 15:

Wave form displays of the monopole array (Track 2) and in-line dipole array (Track 3) across
the hydrate-bearing C sand interval
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The velocities and calculated saturations were compared to the general Effective
Medium model used to determine hydrate distribution in pores (see Howard et al., 2011
for details of earlier work). The velocities compared favorably with the modelpredicted values for hydrate enveloping discrete sand grains, but not for grain-contact
hydrate cement or pore-filling hydrate (Figure 16). These results were similar to those
collected on high-hydrate saturation sand packs.
Figure 16:

Plot of hydrate saturation and velocity. When compared to the Effective Medium model, the
velocities compare favorably with the model-predicted values for hydrate-enveloping discrete
sand grains, but not for grain-contact hydrate cement or pore-filling
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Table 4:

Petrophysical reservoir characterization
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XPT Testing
The Pressure Express, XPT tool was used to measure formation pressure and estimate
fluid mobility in the D and C sands. Each formation was expected to have low
permeability resulting from the high hydrate saturations. The XPT has a pad and probe
that permits fluid withdrawal/pressure build up testing with very low fluid flow rate for
tight formations. The tool used a large area packer that increased the formation area
exposed to the probe barrel. Both a lower flow rate and a larger area allowed for
smaller draw-down pressure as shown by Darcy’s equation.
Equation 3:

Darcy’s equation

Where:
ΔP = pressure drawdown
Q = flow rate
μ = fluid viscosity
A = area
k = formation permeability
Mobility calculations shown as green dots on Figure 17, while requiring an assumption
on fluid viscosity, indicated that mobility is consistent with the permeability calculated
from NMR. Estimated permeabilities are tight (< 0.1 md) and of a similar magnitude in
the D and C sands.
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Figure 17:

Log panel showing raw and calculated curves. Track from left to right: Gamma ray and caliper;
total gas from mud log; resistivity; neutron density and CMR; lithology; hydrate saturation and
permeability with XPT mobility.

MDT Testing
Micro-fracturing tests were carried out using an MDT tool to measure the minimum
horizontal stress. Fractures were generated by pressurizing an interval approximately 3
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ft in length isolated between the dual packers of the MDT tool. The nominal diameter
of the borehole was 9.88 in. Micro-fracturing tests were carried out at two stations
located at 2071.95 and 2202.58 ft RKB. The formation at the first test station was a gas
hydrate bearing D sand, and this test was performed to determine the formation
breakdown pressure in sand similar to the test sand, without damaging the test sand.
The second test was in the siltstone overlying the test sand to understand injection
pressure limits. At times during testing, the pumps only completed half-strokes, which
caused irregular flow. This problem was probably caused by interaction of solids in the
mud with pump-check valves. Half-stroking complicated the interpretation of
corroborative parameters such as the leak-off pressure. However this problem did not
affect the inference of the most crucial parameter, i.e., the closure stress. Therefore the
main objective of these tests was satisfied. The tests yielded minimum horizontal stress
estimates of 1364 psi (12.7 ppg, 0.66 psi/ft) and 1625 psi (14.2 ppg, 0.74 psi/ft) in the
sand and confining bed respectively.
Detailed reports on the XPT and MDT testing can be found in the appendices of the Q2
2011 progress report for this project.

Basis of Test Design
The testing equipment was designed to accommodate a range of operating conditions.
The parameters are described in this section. Equipment was sourced to handle the
following injection and flow back rates (Table 5):
Table 5:

Pressure and rate condition ranges for each phase of the test
Dissociation
Test
Drawdown
below PGHS

Pre-Injection
Drawdown

N2 injection

CO2+N2
injection

Exchange Test
Drawdown
above PGHS

min

max

min

max

min

max

min

max

min

max

BHP (psi) 750

1000

1000

1400

1000

1400

750

1000

0

750

BHT (°F)

42

42

35

45

35

45

35

45

35

45

Qinj
(gpm)

NA

NA

0.25*

2

0.25

2**

NA

NA

NA

NA

Qg
(MCF/D)

0

0

NA

NA

NA

NA

7.5

100

50

150

Qw
(Bbl/D)

0

75

NA

NA

NA

NA

0

50

50

400

BHP =>
Bottomhole pressure (psi)
BHT =>
Bottomhole temperature (F)
Qinj =>
Injection rate (gallons per minute of liquid N2 or CO2)
Qg =>
Gas production (MCF/D)
Qw =>
Water production (Bbl/D)
*0.25 gpm N2 ≈ 22 SCF/min; **2 gpm CO2+ N2≈ 160 SCF/min
Pres =>
Reservoir pressure (1075-1090 psi)
Pbd =>
Breakdown pressure (1420-1440 psi)
Tres =>
Reservoir temperature (40.4-40.8°F)
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Wellbore Design
Drilling and casing design, including approximate proposed setting depths, is
summarized in Figure 18. Surface casing was set in the 13½” hole, which was drilled to
1475 feet. The production hole was drilled with a 9⅞” bit and chilled, oil-based drilling
mud to a depth of 2597ft. The production hole casing design consisted of two main
elements: a tapered casing string that was instrumented and then cemented in place and
an upper heated casing string that converted the wellbore to a 4½” monobore.
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Figure 18:

Subsurface stratigraphy and casing location

10¾” casing
1400ft SSTVD/
1475ft MD (est)
in Mid-Eocene
mudstone

Upper F
Lower F

E sand
7⅝” x 4½”crossover

D sand
Upper C
Lower C

B sand

7⅝” x 4½” casing
at 2750ft SSTVD/
2825ft MD (est)
200 ft below
wet “B sand”
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Completion design is summarized graphically in Figure 19.
Figure 19:

Completion design

Hydrate Well Final
4-1/2" Completion String
16" 164.82#/ft
SCH100
@ +/- 110' MD

4 ½" 12.6#/ft L-80 IBT- mod tubing
Special Drift: 3.886" I.D.
Turned Down Couplings: 4.92" O.D.

10 ¾" 45.5#/ft
L-80 BTC
to 1,511' MD
Two red tubes represent ¾” injection lines for circulating hot
fluid in annulus. Black background indicates “triple flatpack”
with ¾” chemical injection line (blue tube) connected to KBMGLTS Chemical Injection Mandrel
4 ½" Camco 'DB' Nipple w/3.91" No-Go Profile, IBT mod, at
1,927' MD (3.875" min ID)
4 ½" KBMG-LTS Chemical Injection Mandrel with 3/4” line,
IBT mod, at 1,929' MD
7 ⅝" 29.7#/ft
L-80 BTCM
to 1,974' MD

4 ½" Camco 'DB' Nipple w/3.843" No-Go Profile, IBT mod,
at 1,942' MD (3.813" min ID)
4 ½" KBMG GLM with SOV installed, IBT mod, at 1,944' MD
4 ½" Camco 'DB' Nipple w/3.785" No-Go Profile, IBT mod,
at 1,957' MD (3.750" min ID)
4 ½" x 7 ⅝" Cross-over and 18' long 5 ½” SBE with 4.75" seal
bore at 1,974' MD
Yellow line is encapsulated fiber-optic DTS cable
Black line is encapsulated electronic cable
4 ½" Pressure and Temperature Gauge, IBT mod, at 2,034' MD

4 ½" 12.6#/ft
L-80 IBT- mod

4 ½" Camco 'DB' Nipple w/3.735" No-Go Profile, IBT mod,
at 2,224' MD (3.687" min ID)
4 ½" Pressure and Temperature Gauge, IBT mod, at 2,226' MD

4 ½" Pressure and Temperature Gauge, IBT mod, at 2,285' MD
4 ½" Baker Packoff Bushing at 2,371' MD (PBTD)
2,597' MD
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10¾” casing was cemented in the 13½” surface hole, and a 7⅝” x 4½” tapered casing
was cemented to surface with low heat-of-hydration cement to minimize hydrate
dissociation.
In Figure 19, a fiber-optic Distributed Temperature Sensor (DTS) string (shown in
yellow) was clamped outside the tapered casing and run to TD. Three surface-readout
pressure/temperature gauges (shown in red) were also run on the 4½” casing. Electronic
lines for these (shown in black) were clamped to the outside of the tapered string
adjacent to the DTS cable. The bottom gauge permitted monitoring fluid fill-up during
completion operations. Both the upper and central gauges were run above the
perforation interval in Sagavanirktok Upper C sand. A central gauge was placed
between the nipple and the seal-bore receptacle, which reflect the top and bottom of a
sand-control screen installed immediately after the perforation step.
After cementing the 7⅝” x 4½” tapered casing, the upper completion was installed on
4½” tubing. This tubing string was strung into a polish-bore receptacle seal assembly
(at the 7⅝” x 4½” crossover) and converted the wellbore to a 4½” monobore which
simplified perforation, injection, and flowback testing. Three, ¾” tubing strings were
clamped to the outside of the tubing, and bound together in a triple flat pack. Two ¾”
strings (shown in red on Figure 19) were run open-ended to facilitate fluid circulation
and heating of the upper well annulus. This “heater string” was used to make the 7⅝” x
4½” annulus a heat exchanger, which facilitated the delivery of injected fluids at the
desired temperature and prevented freezing of fluids in the permafrost. A chemical
injection mandrel was connected to the third ¾” tubing string (shown in blue). The gaslift mandrel (shown in blue) serves four functions: evacuation of fluid from the annulus;
artificial lift of fluid in the 4½” tubing; installation of an additional pressuretemperature gauge; and as a circulation port for cementing during plug and
abandonment (P&A) operations.
A more detailed wellbore schematic that shows equipment locations relative to the
reservoir sands is provided in Figure 20.
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Figure 20:

Large scale wellbore schematic showing equipment position relative to reservoir sands
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Well Information
Other elements in the wellbore design include: sand screen; heater/chemical injection;
and artificial lift. These elements are described in detail.
Sand Screen
Delta Elite 200 micron screens for downhole sand control were built and shipped to
Unique Machine in Anchorage, where an assembly including seals and a DB-6 lock
was built for space-out across the Sagavanirktok Upper C sand. The screen was
configured for running and setting inside the 4½”monobore.
Table 6:

Sand screen assembly detail
OAL

Top Depth

Length

Description

Item

Est. Lbs

1.17

2,224.46

1.17

DB-6 Lock, 3.687” min ID DB Nipple

1

20

1.98

2,225.63

0.81

Upper Cross-Over

2

10

12.06

2,226.44

10.08

Upper Space-out pup

3

70

14.31

2,236.52

2.25

2-7/8" D Nipple (2.188" ID) + X/over

4

10

52.64
55.24

2,238.77
2,277.10

38.33
2.60

Screen sections (coupled length)
Lower X-over & space-out pup

5
6

391
20

56.66

2,279.70

1.42

Baker Seal assembly

7

20

56.66

541

Heater/Chemical Injection String
The heater/chemical injection string consisted of three identical ¾ inch tubes made up
into a FLATPak. Two of the tubes were open-ended at a depth of approximately 1,927
ft. and were glycol and warmed water circulation. The third tube was connected to a
chemical injection mandrel and was intended to be used to power a small hydraulic
pump.
FLATPak Tube Specifications, 3 each ¾” Tubes:
•
•

2 each, Glycol/water Heat Circulation Tubes (open-ended at bottom ~1,927’ MD)
1 each, Chemical Injection Tube connected to Chemical Injection Mandrel
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Table 7:

FLATPak Tube specifications for chemical injection string

12.7

Tensile Body
(1000 lbs)

14,356

Thread
Connection

15,000

Collapse
(psi)

Coiled
Tubing

Burst (psi)

HS-70

Tensile Conn.
(1000 lbs)

.618

Grade

NA

Wt #/ft

ID (in.)

.576

Drift (in.)

OD (inches)

¾”

NA

Chemical Injection Valve
A chemical injection valve with 1,500 psi set pressure, for placement in the chemical
injection mandrel, was ordered and transported to the North Slope. The chemical
injection tube was not used during 2012 operations, because it was in pressure
communication with the 7⅝” x 4½” annulus. It is suspected that the tube failed as a
consequence of sub-freezing temperatures in the wellbore due to incomplete removal of
water from the tube before temporary well suspension in 2011. Below freezing
temperatures for water existed in the wellbore between April 2011 and February 2012.
Artificial Lift
Options to provide pressure drawdown and to lift produced fluids included a hydraulicdrive mechanical pump and a reverse jet pump. The hydraulic-drive mechanical pump
was designed to use the ¾”chemical injection line to supply power fluid and the lower
end of a conventional sucker-rod pump. One advantage of hydraulic-drive pump, which
has a maximum capacity estimated at 75 BWPD (with limited gas capacity), is the
ability to pump fluid without contact between and mixing of power fluid and pumped
fluid. This pump was not used in the test because the failed chemical injection line
prevented the correct powering of the unit with hydraulic fluid.
Two reverse jet pumps of different capacities were used during the test and were
installed to straddle the gas lift mandrel. They were able accommodate the entire range
of produced water and gas volumes. Power fluid for the reverse jet pump was recycled,
warmed, produced water that was pumped down the annulus and into the gas-lift
mandrel.

Test Design
The objective of the field trial was to evaluate CO2/CH4 exchange, a methane hydrate
production methodology whereby carbon dioxide is exchanged in situ with the methane
molecules within a methane hydrate structure, releasing the methane for production. In
addition, production by depressurization was also evaluated. This was a short term test
using a “huff and puff” injection and production cycle from a single well to
demonstrate the CO2/CH4 exchange concept at larger-than-lab scale.
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Specifically the field trial aimed to:
•
•
•
•
•

Validate exchange mechanism results from laboratory work
Confirm injectivity into naturally occurring methane hydrates
Confirm methane release without production of water or sand
Obtain data to facilitate reservoir-scale modeling
Demonstrate stable production of natural gas hydrates by depressurization

The initial reservoir conditions established from the 2011 reservoir characterization
work were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reservoir Pressure = 1000 psi, @ 2,250 ft MD
Reservoir Temperature = 41°F @ 2,250 ft MD
Average Saturation = 72% Hydrate + 28% water
Thickness = 30 ft
Reservoir = Unconsolidated sand
Formation Breakdown pressure » 1450 psi

The field trial was designed to accommodate the following conditions and process
constraints:
•
•
•
•
Figure 21:

Native hydrate exists in equilibrium with excess water;
Free water can be converted to CO2 hydrate;
New hydrate formation can dramatically reduce permeability (Figure 21); and,
N2 can be used to displace water but may dissociate hydrate.
Showing permeability decrease with increasing hydrate saturation (source Tough+Hydrate)
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Model Development
As originally conceived, the field demonstration of “solid state” CO2 exchange with
methane hydrate was predicated on injecting pure carbon dioxide into a methane
hydrate bearing sand interval. The original concept, however, did not fully consider the
practical ramifications of injecting liquid CO2 at reservoir conditions into a hydrate
zone that contains excess water. Primary concerns are the management of bottomhole
pressure because gaseous CO2 at surface conditions condenses to liquid at reservoir
depth and temperature; and the maintenance of injectivity as excess CO2 interacts with
excess formation water to form additional hydrate saturation thereby reducing
permeability.
Of the potential remedies to these problems the most promising employ the inclusion of
nitrogen in the test design either as a pre-flush or as a CO2 diluent. The inclusion of
nitrogen in the design, however, presents a challenge in that existing hydrate simulators
do not include nitrogen as a component, much less a third component, for
compositional simulations. Because a functional simulator is deemed necessary for the
proper design and interpretation of the field exchange test, the task was undertaken to
construct a serviceable multi-component hydrate model.
Developing a thermodynamically rigorous simulator that strictly solves the governing
equations for heat and fluid flow and energy and mass conservation is beyond the scope
of this project, so a simplified approach was adopted employing a multi-cell
equilibrium separation concept. Isothermal and adiabatic model versions were
developed to bracket the anticipated extremes of thermal effects on hydrate exchange;
the former implying instantaneous thermal equilibrium with the surrounding strata
while the latter suggesting that there is no heat exchange at all.
In its isothermal manifestation, the system is divided into cells of equal volume at
constant temperature, which are linked in series. All cells initially are identical
containing the same global composition at the same temperature and pressure. Upon
injection, a fractional cell volume of injectant is passed to the first cell at the specified
injection pressure and composition. Simultaneously an equivalent volume is removed
from the first cell at its resident condition and passed to the next downstream cell. The
volume removed may under some conditions be subject to a global pressure constraint
and/or a local pressure constraint between cells. The composition of the removed
volume is solely dictated by the mobile phases present within the upstream cell. If both
liquid and gas are present, the ratio of each phase removed is based upon their relative
mobility given by the following equation.
Equation 4

Use this equation to determine the ratio of the liquid and gas phase removed based upon
relative mobility

Q g / Qw =

(k rg µ g )
(k rw µ w )

Where:

k rg = the relative permeability of the gas phase

µ g = viscosity of the gas phase
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Relative permeability is determined in the standard manner and is solely a function of
mobile phase saturations within the upstream cell. The entire remaining contents of the
upstream cell are then flashed at constant volume and temperature. Multiphase
equilibrium calculations are executed via Multiflash™, a commercial software package
capable of dealing with mixed hydrates of nitrogen, carbon dioxide and methane. The
algorithm is repeated sequentially for downstream cells until new pressure, phase
saturations and compositions are determined for each cell in the model. The process is
then repeated for the model until the full complement of injectant has been passed to
the first cell. Under a production scenario the process is reversed and the global
pressure constraint is amended to reflect the producing bottomhole pressure rather than
the bottom hole injection pressure.
In the adiabatic version of the model the model process logic and cell to cell algorithms
remain largely unchanged. However, in addition to mass transfer between cells energy
transfer is allowed. Energy transfer between cells is mediated solely through the
enthalpy change due to mass transfer. (Heat transfer between cells and the surrounding
strata is not allowed.) The governing equation for energy is:
Equation 5:

Governing equation for energy

m f 1 ⋅ U f 1 − m f 2 ⋅ U f 2 + mrock ⋅ c p _ rock ⋅ ∆T = m f _ in ⋅ H f _ in − m f _ out ⋅ H f _ out
Where:
mf1 = Total mole of fluids at previous calculation step
mf2 = Total mole of fluids at current calculation step
Uf1 = Molar internal energy at previous calculation step
Uf2 = Molar internal energy at current calculation step
mf_in = Total mole of fluids flowing into the tank
mf_out = Total mole of fluids flowing out of the tank
Hf_in = Molar enthalpy of inlet fluid
Hf_in = Molar enthalpy of outlet fluid
mrock = Total mass of porous rock
cp_rock = Specific heat of porous rock
∆T = Temperature change.
An iterative solution technique is employed wherein the temperature change is
estimated, U f 2 is calculated and a flash of the cell contents is conducted at constant
volume and internal energy using Multiflash™. The resultant temperature of the flash
calculation is compared to the original temperature guess and the process is repeated
until convergence is attained.
The Cell-to-Cell model was benchmarked against Computer Modeling Group’s
STARSTM hydrate simulator. STARSTM is commercially available simulation code that
is capable of modeling mixed hydrates of CO2 and methane. The benchmarked case is
documented in SPE 137313. It involves constant rate isothermal CO2 injection into a
single grid block or cell initially containing water and methane below the hydrate
stability pressure. The reported results predict a unique pressure and saturation
response.
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Figure 22 shows a comparison between models for pressure, hydrate saturation and
water saturation. The STARSTM results are expressed against time whereas the Cell-toCell Model results are expressed against volume injected. At the conclusion of injection
the same volume of CO2 has been injected into both models. From the comparison it is
clear that the Cell-to-Cell model compares favorably to STARSTM for this simple
example.
Figure 22:

TM

Comparison between Cell-to-Cell Model and STARS

Injection Design
The objective of this study was to determine an appropriate injected fluid composition
for a methane hydrate exchange field trial using carbon dioxide as the principal
exchange constituent in the injected fluid. The design predicates the use of nitrogen in
the injectant as a pre-flush and/or as a diluent to desaturate the near-well region of
excess free water. The principal purpose being to:
1.

maintain reservoir temperature above the freezing point for water, 32°F, given that
prolonged contact of nitrogen with native methane hydrate could initiate hydrate
disassociation thereby causing the reservoir interval to cool substantially and
possibly freeze; and

2.

In this study, isothermal and adiabatic cell-to-cell models were used to study the
injection and production responses for the sequenced injection of nitrogen and
carbon dioxide, and as constant composition mixtures of said gases.

Nitrogen Pre-flush
The use of nitrogen as a pre-flush could lead to hydrate dissociation and cooling, so the
adiabatic model was deemed most suitable to study temperature effects due to injection.
Because heat transfer between the reservoir and its surroundings is not allowed, the
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adiabatic model should reflect an extreme prediction for temperature changes
associated with hydrate dissociation, formation, or exchange. Initial reservoir pressure,
temperature and hydrate saturation were fixed at 1000 psia, 41°F, and 70%
respectively. The remaining pore space not occupied by hydrate was assumed to be
water filled. For injection, bottomhole conditions were maintained at 1400 psia and
41°F. Note that fluid temperature at bottomhole was assumed to be equal to initial
reservoir temperature based on wellbore model predictions. Injected volumes are
expressed as multiples of a single cell volume in the cell-to-cell model. The first cell
volume equates to the reservoir annular volume associated with a radial distance of 1
foot from the wellbore wall, assuming a reservoir height of 30 feet.
Figure 23 shows the temperature profiles with radial distance from the well for a four
cell volume (CV) N2-pre-flush, which is followed by an 8 CV CO2/N2 mixture. At the
end of the N2 pre-flush (4 CV, amber curve), the near-well (cell one) temperature is
near the freezing point of water (32°F). Based upon water displacement simulations, it
is believed that the volume required to dewater the near-well region via nitrogen
injection is much greater than four cell volumes. Therefore, it is unlikely that a nitrogen
pre-flush would be effective in displacing free water from this region while avoiding
the potential for water to freeze.
Figure 24 shows the same case but without the N2-pre-flush. In this instance, the model
predicted cell one temperature remains within a few degrees of the initial reservoir
temperature. Hence, an icing problem is not expected in this injection scenario. It is,
therefore, concluded that a N2 pre-flush cannot be employed in the field test design; but
rather a N2/CO2 mixture must be used to manage injectivity while promoting hydrate
exchange. Mixture design is the subject matter of the following section.
Figure 23:

Temperature profiles for 4-CV N2-pre-flush & 8-CV CO2/N2 injection
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Figure 24:

Temperature profiles for 12-CV N2/CO2 injection (no N2 pre-flush)

CO2/N2 Mixture Design
The injectant mixture design sought a CO2/N2 composition that preserved injectivity
and promoted CO2 exchange with methane hydrate. To preserve injectivity, it was
critical to avoid excessive hydrate saturation build-up in the near-well region. The
isothermal cell-to-cell model was used for this analysis. The imposition of isothermal
conditions thermodynamically favored hydrate formation and represented the worst
case scenario for hydrate build-up. CO2/N2 mixtures were varied from approximately
60 mol% CO2 to 20 mol% CO2. The upper limit was slightly below the composition at
which the injectant will remain in the gaseous state from surface to bottomhole
conditions. At higher CO2 contents, the injectant transitions from a gas to a liquid.
Plans were to operate the well under tight bottomhole pressure control, so it was judged
important to avoid phase transitions that might complicate well control.
Figure 25 compares hydrate-saturation profiles during 12-CV N2/CO2 injection with
two different mixture compositions (35 mol% CO2 vs. 23 mol% CO2). The initial
hydrate saturation in both cases is 50%; initial reservoir pressure, temperature and
bottomhole injection conditions are as stated above.
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Figure 25:

Hydrate saturation profiles for two different injected compositions

35% CO2

23% CO2

In the 35 mol% CO2 case, hydrate saturation significantly increases in the nearwellbore region. After 12-CV of mixed gas injection, the hydrate saturation increases
from 50% to about 93% by volume. In contrast, hydrate saturation build-up in the near
well region is significantly less (50% to 63%) for the 23 mol% CO2 case. Given that the
initial effective permeability to gas is already quite low (1 md @ Sh = 50%), injectant
mixture compositions below 25 mol% CO2 are preferred.
Notably, both cases show hydrate build-up deeper into the formation. This hydrate
build-up is associated with exchange-driven methane enrichment of the gas phase at the
displacement front, where free water is available to form additional hydrate. With
continued injection, the high hydrate saturation front progressively moves outward
from the well. The maximum hydrate saturation appears to stabilize at about 80%.
These results were replicated at other injectant compositions over the range of interest.
Model results indicated that within the tested composition range, some impairment of
injectivity should be anticipated due to in-depth hydrate formation, which was
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generally insensitive to injectant composition and largely driven by exchange. In the
near well region, however, excessive hydrate build-up (Sh > 90%) could be mitigated
by adjusting injected fluid composition. A sensitivity study determined that the
appropriate injectant composition for the field trial was 23 mol% CO2 + 77 mol% N2.
Injection Slug Size
A sensitivity study was conducted to determine whether the production response trends
(i.e., produced gas composition trends) are affected by injection slug size. Both
isothermal and adiabatic cell-to-cell models were used. . As in the previous cases,
initial reservoir pressure, temperature and hydrate saturation were fixed at 1000 psia,
41°F, and 70% respectively. The producing bottomhole pressure was 650 psia. The 23
mol% CO2 injectant slug size was stepwise varied from one to eight to thirty two cell
volumes.
Figure 26 illustrates the change of gas compositions in the near-wellbore region (Cell 1)
for each injection slug size. Results are for the isothermal cell-to-cell model. The plots
show the change of gas composition from the start of injection until the end of
production on a cumulative injection and production volume basis. In all cases, the first
free-gas appears with a relatively high methane (about 55 mol%) composition,
indicating the preference for CO2 to exchange with methane into the hydrate phase. As
injection continues, methane composition declines in the near-wellbore region while
CO2 and N2 compositions in the gas phase increase, reflecting the gradual depletion of
methane from the hydrate phase. The degree of methane depletion in cell one is a
function of the slug size injected. After approximately 30 CV was injected, the hydrate
phase in cell one was devoid of methane and the hydrate was in equilibrium with the
injected gas composition. Upon production, the declining CH4 composition trend
reversed, although some lag was observed in the event that methane was completely
swept from the near well region. The production composition profiles for the 1-CV, 8CV and 32-CV injection cases adequately represented the range of responses expected
for the field trial to the extent that isothermal equilibrium applies.
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Figure 26:

Production responses at different injection slug sizes (isothermal)
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Figure 26 compares the change of gas compositions in model cell one for different
injection slug sizes using the adiabatic cell-to-cell model. All model inputs are identical
to isothermal cases shown in Figure 26. For the most part, the gas composition profiles
from the isothermal and adiabatic cell-to-cell models appear similar. Model differences
are reflected primarily as differences in magnitude and timing.
In conclusion, production trends may vary with injection slug size. However, these
trends appear to be predictable and invariant with respect to the equilibrium model
assumptions. Consequently, the design basis for the field trial was predicated on
maximizing the injected volume in the allotted time for injection, 17 days. Given
average field properties, the modeled estimated injection volume is 200,000 scf.
Recommended Test Design – Injection Phase
For the injection phase, all injection was performed below 1400 psia to ensure the
injection occurred below parting pressure of the formation. Simple models indicated
that 200 Mscf of gas could be injected into a formation with a permeability of 1md over
a period of 13 days. Thus the recommended injection procedure was:
1.

Inject 23% CO2/ 77 molar % N2 gas mixture (SF6 tracer) for half of the allotted
injection period or 6.5 days.

2.

Inject 23% CO2/ 77 molar % N2 gas mixture (HFC 114 tracer) for half of the
allotted injection period or 6.5 days.

3.

Monitor the injection temperature profile at the wellbore on the DTS system to
identify the thermal signature of hydrate formation or dissociation and to assess
injection conformance

4.

Monitor changes in injectivity using a Hall plot. The trend of this plot, which plots
cumulative pressure-days versus cumulative volume injected, indicates whether
formation permeability is increasing or decreasing over the injection period
(Figure 27). The Hall plot is a standard graphical method to represent injection
performance clearly and easily under steady-flow conditions (Hall, 1963).

Figure 27:

Hall plot example
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Recommended Test Design – Production Phase
Primary design considerations for the production phase of the test were:
•
•

Avoid freezing in or near the wellbore; and
Maximize returns of tracers, CO2, N2 and CH4

The production phase was divided into two production periods. In the first period,
targeted bottomhole pressures were at or above 650 psia. This is above the pure
methane hydrate stability pressure at reservoir temperature. In the second period, the
targeted bottomhole pressure was conditionally the minimum operating limit, which
maintained borehole temperatures above 32°F. Pre-test, the production phase execution
was planned as follows:
1.

Stepwise reduce BHP to 650 psia

2.

Maintain downhole temperature above 32°F

3.

Measure borehole temperature

4.

Measure produced fluid rates and compositions

5.

Stepwise reduce BHP to minimum operating limit

6.

Maintain downhole temperature above 32°F

7.

Measure borehole temperature

8.

Measure produced fluid rates and compositions

Success Criteria
Given our understanding of the test and its parameters, the operational success criteria
were considered to be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Injection of > 200,000 scf
Diminishing injectivity with time
Avoid freezing during injection
Significant production above CH4 hydrate stability pressure
Methane absent or diminished in initial produced gas
Avoid freezing during production
Stable bottomhole pressure
Diminishing temperature
>50% tracer recovery

Summary of Field Results and Observations
Field activities ran from January 2012 until the well was plugged and abandoned in
May 2012. This section summarizes the results and observations of the production test
from perforation on February 15, 2012, through well shut-in at the end of production on
April 11, 2012.
During the injection phase, the total injected volume of gas was 215.9 Mscf, which
consisted of 167.3 Mscf N2 and 48.6 Mscf CO2. Composition was tightly controlled
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during this period with an average injection ratio of 77.5/22.5 N2/ CO2. Injectivity
decreased from an estimated average in situ permeability of 5.5 mD to 0.6 mD in the
early stages of the injection. The calculated in situ permeability then increased
gradually to 1.2 mD by the end of the injection period. These changes in permeability
cannot be attributed solely to relative permeability changes and may reflect changes in
the hydrate saturations in the formation.
Following injection, production proceeded in four phases:
1.

Unassisted flowback

2.

Jet pumping above methane-hydrate stability pressure

3.

Jet pumping near methane-hydrate stability pressure

4.

Jet pumping below methane-hydrate stability pressure

Over the course of the production test, approximately 70% of 167.3 Mscf of injected
nitrogen was recovered. In contrast, only 40% of the 48.6 Mscf injected carbon dioxide
was recovered. A total of 855 Mscf of methane was produced over the total production
period.
Water and sand were produced along with the various gases. The test produced a total
of 1136.5 bbl of formation water. Produced water-to-gas ratios varied between 10 and
50 on a molar basis during the first jet-pumping phase. However, the water rate
stabilized during the following two jet-pumping phases when compared with gas
production. The water rate followed the gas rate with a water-to-gas ratio of 8-9 on a
molar basis. This compares to the stoichiometric ratio for structure one sI hydrate of 1
mole gas per 5.75 moles of water. During the final steady depressurization below
methane hydrate-stability pressure, the produced water rate varied from 22-42 bbl/day
with gas rates of 13-38 Mscf/day. Sand production continued until Phase 4 (jet
pumping below methane hydrate-stability pressure), at which point sand production
ceased. In total, an estimated 67 bbl of sand was produced during the test.

Perforation
On February 15, 2012, at 08:15, a 30-foot interval (2243-2273ft. KB) in the
Sagavanirktok C sandstone was perforated on six-inch spacing. The perforated interval
included nearly all of the hydrate-saturated C sandstone, leaving the top 2 feet of the
massive sand un-perforated. The tool was oriented so the shots would avoid the
pressure-temperature cables and gauges, and the fiber-optic cables installed outside the
casing. Perforation caused a temperature increase of more than 10°F across the entire
perforated zone. The increase dissipated to reservoir temperature within a few hours
(Figure 28). Continuous pumping of the CO2/N2 mixture controlled wellbore pressure
during perforation, maintaining a pressure of ~1350 psia.
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Temperature of the hydrate-bearing interval during the perforation procedure as recorded by
the Distributed Temperature Sensor (DTS). The thick horizontal dashed lines indicate the
targeted formation depth and the small dashed lines indicate the perforated zone.

Depth (ft)

Temperature (oF)

Figure 28:

Time since Perforation (hrs)

Following perforation, the CO2/N2 gas mixture was injected at a high rate of ~120
Mscf/day over two short durations of approximately 45 minutes each. The chosen rate
was necessary to overcome any near-wellbore obstructions and to establish good
communication between the borehole and reservoir (Figure 29). Pressure was
monitored with the pressure gauge just above the perforated interval (at 2226 ft). The
measured injection pressure was significantly higher than planned for the actual test.
Mid-perforation pressure and injection rate during and immediately after perforation.
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Injection Phase
After establishing injectivity into the formation, the injection phase of the field trial
began and continued for ~14 days (13:45 February 15, 2012, through 07:45 February
28, 2012). The mid-perforation pressure remained constant throughout the injection
stage while the injection rate varied (Figure 30). A constant downhole pressure
controlled the injection rate. Injection pressure of 1420 psia was chosen as it was above
original reservoir pressure (1055 psia) and below the minimum measured fracture
closure pressure of the formation (1435 psia).
Figure 30:

Mid-perforation pressure and injection rate during the injection phase.
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Injection gas temperature at the surface after mixing typically ranged between 90°100°F. The injectant gas cooled in the wellbore during low-rate injection and
measurements show that it was within 0.2°F of formation temperature before injection
(Figure 31). Downhole gauges positioned on the tubular assembly inside the wellbore
responded directly to the pressure and temperature properties of the fluids in the well.
The DTS assembly was attached to the outer wall of the casing in direct contact with
the formation. The small temperature difference between the two instruments before
injection reflected the non-equilibration of the fluids with the wellbore possibly due to
natural convection. Dynamic flow of the injected gas into the reservoir eliminated this
difference and resulted in similar temperatures between the downhole gauge and the
DTS measurement (Figure 31). Note that temperature data during perforation was
excluded from Figure 31 for clarity. The slight temperature decrease before February
17 was attributed to the residual temperature fall-off following heating due to
perforation. The downhole temperature gauge showed more variability in temperature
during the injection period while the DTS temperature increased by about 1°F within
the perforated zone (Figure 32). Much of the DTS data in this report is shown as a
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temperature difference relative to an initial temperature distribution over the interval
measured before the start of the production test. This technique removes the
contribution of the constant geothermal gradient signal that could mask small
differences in temperature changes at different points in the perforated interval. 0
describes this methodology. Warming during injection could signal an exothermic
reaction that accompanied hydrate formation or exchange with native methane hydrate.
A cooling event also existed above the perforated interval (2230-2245 ft) and continued
in this restricted interval for some time following perforation (Figure 32).
Figure 31:

Temperature from the middle downhole gauge and DTS @ 2230.9’ at the pre-injection test and
during the complete injection.

Figure 32:

Pressure, gas injection rate, and temperature (DTS) during injection. The thick dashed lines
indicate the targeted formation and the small dashed lines indicate the perforated zone.
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During injection, operational constraints required idling the liquid N2 and CO2 tanks for
short periods in order to control injection effectively. At low injection rates, the
majority of the pumped cryogenic fluids were recycled. The heat transferred to the
tanks during recycling caused the fluids to boil, which disrupted smooth operation of
the injection pumps. During these idle periods, pressure in the wellbore decreased 2050 psi (Figure 30). The pressure and temperature of the middle downhole gauge above
the perforated zone, as well the pressures and temperatures at the top, middle, and
bottom of the perforations taken from DTS, were compared with the flash-calculated
hydrate stability zone for the injected gas mixture of 77/23 mol% N2/CO2 (Figure 33).
Even with these decreases in pressure, the injection zone was always maintained at
conditions above the predicted incipient hydrate stability for the injected composition.
Hence, the small observed pressure excursions are not expected to have a significant
impact on the process of exchange.
Other than these idle periods, injection was maintained very close to the desired
pressure of 1420 psia. Composition monitored with the on-line gas chromatograph
(GC) showed the injectant consistently held close to the target composition of 23 mol%
CO2 and 77 mol% N2 (Figure 34).
Figure 33:

Pressure-temperature diagram showing the hydrate phase line for the 77/23 mol% N2/CO2
mixture (red). Operational conditions during the injection phase are superimposed in this
diagram.
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Figure 34:

Composition of the injection gas recorded by the on-line GC.
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Clear changes in the injection rate occurred as injection proceeded. Even while
maintaining a constant 1420 psia downhole pressure, the injection rate began to
decrease during the first days of injection (Figure 30). However, around February 17,
the injection rate leveled off and began to increase steadily through the remainder of the
injection phase.
A Hall plot compared changing injectivity throughout the test (Figure 35). The Hall
plot is a standard graphical method to represent injection performance clearly and
easily under steady-flow conditions (Hall, 1963). A straight line on the plot of pressure
difference per day against cumulative injection volume indicates constant injectivity.
Upward curvature of the line indicates loss of injectivity, while downward curvature
occurs when injectivity increases. The observations from the rate data agree with the
conclusions from the Hall plot. Both indicate that the initial days of injection showed a
decrease in injectivity (Figure 35) followed by a progressively increasing injection rate.
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Figure 35:

Hall plot showing injectivity changes during injection.
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The change in injectivity could have resulted from a number of effects, including
formation or dissociation of hydrate, and changes in relative permeability as gas
saturation increased. A simulation of gas injection into a water aquifer was run in the
compositional reservoir simulation modeling program GEM (CMG, LTD) to
investigate these effects in more detail. To simplify the model, the reservoir was
assumed to be homogeneous and isothermal. The model compared the gas injectivity
observed during the pilot with the simulation results of gas injection into an aquifer
(Figure 36). Figure 36B shows the early injection period in more detail. The model’s in
situ permeability of 5 mD was calibrated to match the initial injectivity of the field trial.
The comparison indicated that injectivity during the pilot declined much faster than the
modeled aquifer case. Adjusting the relative permeability curve to improve the match
had no effect.
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Figure 36:

A) Comparison of the Hall plot from the injection and the calculated Hall plot matching the
early injection data using a constant permeability aquifer model. B) A closer view of the early
injection data and the calculated fit using the aquifer model.

Still assuming constant permeability, the in situ permeability was adjusted to obtain the
best match possible for the entire pilot. A good history match could not be generated
for the constant permeability case (Figure 37). The plot suggests that in addition to
relative permeability, the reduction in injectivity was likely caused by hydrate
formation, which reduced the effective permeability of the formation.
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Figure 37:

Hall plot comparison of cumulative injection performance from the pilot against the best fit
from the gas injection aquifer model, assuming a constant permeability throughout the test.
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Figure 38:

Hall plot of the injection performance compared with aquifer models that assumed: A)
estimated in situ permeability during the injection phase and B) Calculated hydrate saturation
based on the estimate permeability.
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The aquifer model was modified to calculate an estimated average in situ permeability
from the injection data (Figure 38A). The estimated permeability was calculated from
the slope change of the Hall plot and based on an initial in situ permeability of 5.5 mD.
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This approach assumed that the slope change was caused only by the change of in situ
permeability. It was more likely that the injectivity was controlled by a combination of
in situ permeability and relative permeability to gas phase effects. However, the straight
line behavior for gas injection observed in the field test was comparable to the results
expected from a conventional interpretation of cumulative injection into an aquifer
where the linear response indicated constant injectivity after accounting for relative
permeability effects (Figure 37). This implied that the gas injection rate was predicted
to be more or less constant even though gas saturation around the well increased
significantly during the injection, minimizing the impact of relative permeability.
The estimates of permeability change that were generated by matching the cumulative
injection data showed that average in situ permeability decreased from 5.5 mD to 0.6
mD in the early stages of the injection. The calculated in situ permeability then
gradually increased to 1.2 mD by the end of the injection period.
Average hydrate saturation was estimated from the calculated average in situ
permeability using the method shown in Equation 6 (Moridis et al, 2008). The
calculated average hydrate saturation changed slightly during the injection process
(Figure 38B).
Equation 6:

Average hydrate saturation estimation is calculated from the average in situ permeability

k 2 φ ⋅ (1 − Sh2 ) − φ c 
=

k1  φ ⋅ (1 − Sh1 ) − φ c 

n

Where:
k1 = initial in situ permeability (5.5 md)
k2 = in situ permeability during injection
Sh1 = initial hydrate saturation (0.7)
Sh2 = average hydrate saturation during injection
φc = critical porosity (porosity that permeability become zero, 0.05)
n = exponential constant (3)
The model accounted for the changes in in situ permeability determined from the
original Hall plot and calculated a new hydrate saturation at each point along the
injection curve. The average hydrate saturation increased from 0.70 to about 0.79, then
gradually decreased to 0.77 throughout the injection period.
To investigate whether permeability changes due to hydrate formation and dissociation
could account for the observed injectivity, in situ permeabilities of near-wellbore grid
blocks were adjusted manually every 3 hours throughout the injection period. By
adjusting in situ permeability qualitatively according to the hydrate saturation profile
predicted by the cell-to-cell model, a good history match was obtained during injection
(Figure 39). As before, in situ permeability changes were used to recalculate the
hydrate saturation at each time step using Equation 6. The high quality of the match
between the actual injection results in the Hall plot and the modeled cumulative
injection curve based on variable in situ permeability and hydrate saturation changes
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strongly suggested that hydrate formation and dissociation could account for the
observed changes in injectivity during the injection period.
Figure 39:

Hall plot based on field trial injection data compared with a calculated injection curve
generated by manually adjusting permeability at 3-hour simulation time intervals.
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Total cumulative injection volume was calculated, including changes in wellbore
storage, which consisted of the pressure increase at the beginning of production and the
pressure falloff following shut-in at the end of injection pre-production period. The
total injection volume of 215.9 Mscf comprised 167.3 Mscf N2 and 48.6 Mscf CO2.

Pre-Production Period
After the two-week injection period, the well was shut in and operations transitioned to
production mode. The shut-in period lasted February 28 to March 4, 2012. As expected,
the bottomhole pressure (BHP) began to fall off after injection ceased (Figure 40). Over
the post-production period, downhole pressure dropped from an initial pressure of 1420
psi to 1200 psi. Short-term spikes and drops in the pressure data were followed by
build-up to the main pressure decline trend (Figure 48). These changes appeared to be
natural as opposed to instrument fluctuations or noise. These short-term events of less
than one hour may have been caused by hydrate reformation taking place near the well.
These events could not be localized because the pressure drops were detected by the
bottom-hole gauge. The thermal information from the DTS, however, sheds additional
light on these possible interactions. Each of the short-term pressure drops was
associated with slight cooling of the hydrate-bearing reservoir interval. This was most
notable with the longest-duration pressure drop on March 2, where a concomitant drop
in temperature of several tenths of a degree was recorded (Figure 40). Endothermic
hydrate reformation near or at the casing-formation interface could explain the
combination of small pressure drops and temperature decreases.
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Figure 40:

Downhole pressure and temperature response during shut-in period following injection. The
thick dashed lines on the DTS indicate the targeted formation and the small dashed lines
indicate the perforated zone.

Production Period
The production stage of the field trial proceeded in two major phases: unassisted flow
and lift-assisted flow using reverse jet pumping. The jet-pumping phase was divided
further into an initial low-flow period (~7 days), a high-flow period (~2.5 days), and an
extended increasing flow period (~19 days). Figure 41 illustrates downhole pressure
and cumulative gas and water production in the different stages. Methane hydrate phase
equilibrium pressure was also calculated with the downhole temperature for
comparison with the actual reservoir pressure (Figure 41). The calculated mixedhydrate phase equilibrium pressure from the downhole temperature and the produced
gas composition is included in Figure 42. Pressures above methane hydrate equilibrium
were maintained during the unassisted production and the first jet-pumping periods.
This suggests that produced gas in these periods was not caused by dissociation of inplace natural hydrate. During the high-flow second jet-pumping production period,
production pressure remained very close to the methane hydrate stability pressure.
During the third and final jet-pumping period, downhole pressure dropped well below
methane hydrate stability, likely resulting in the stimulation of in-place hydrate
dissociation.
The short unassisted-flowback period at the beginning of the production test showed
gas-only production to surface. However, water began to flow and fill the wellbore
during the latter stages of the unassisted flowback. During the early stages of
Production Phase 2, jet-pump flowback began and cumulative gas and water production
rates were high. Water and gas production fell during the end of the second period of
jet-pump flowback (Production Phase 3) as the well underwent maintenance. The onset
of the third period of jet-pump flowback (Production Phase 4) coincided with the well
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pressure drop below the methane hydrate equilibrium pressure. These factors resulted
in near constant rate production of both gas and water during the last stage of the
production period (Figure 41).
Total volumetric production rate, downhole pressure, and cumulative water and gas during
the production phase. Also included is the calculated CH4 hydrate stability pressure based on
the downhole pressure.
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Total volumetric production rate, downhole pressure, and cumulative water and gas during
the production phase.
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Figure 42 also includes the calculated CH4 hydrate stability pressure based on the
downhole pressure and the mixed gas-hydrate stability pressure based on the downhole
pressure and the composition of the produced gas stream.
Temperature sensors active during the production period monitored temperature
fluctuations at various points in the reservoir interval (Figure 43). The DTS temperature
array was sampled at three points corresponding to the top, middle, and bottom of the
perforated zone. Since the DTS array was attached to the outside of the casing string, it
was more responsive to temperature fluctuations in the formation. In contrast, the
bottomhole temperature gauge (middle gauge) was ported to the borehole and was
responsive to the average temperature of the borehole fluids. The early stages of the
production through the end of the second jet-pump flowback sequence saw a uniform
temperature drop. When the jet pump was shut in for maintenance, the borehole
temperature increased rapidly to 40°F as the fluids equilibrated with the surrounding
formation. Formation temperatures as indicated by the three DTS curves showed a
more gradual and less complete temperature increase during this shut-in period. During
the early stages, the borehole temperature generally showed greater variability and
faster response to changing conditions than the DTS temperatures. Once jet-pump
flowback #3 (Production Phase 4) began, all of the temperature sensors showed a
significant rapid drop from 38.5°F to 34-35°F. After this rapid drop in the borehole and
along the casing-formation interface, the temperatures stabilized in the 34-35°F range
with fluctuations of approximately 0.1°F. The final stages of depressurization during
jet-pump flowback #3 period show a significant divergence in the DTS temperatures
from each other, with the lowest perforation 1.0°F warmer than the middle and top
perforations.
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Figure 43:

Temperature during production. Note that the DTS temperature represents temperature
measured by a fiber cemented in the casing and the downhole temperature is a gauge in
contact with wellbore fluid.
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Interesting correlations appeared in the combined results from the downhole pressure,
downhole temperature (DTS), and volumetric production rates for the early stages of
the production period (Figure 44). The complete DTS array has a visual aspect that was
not captured by the extraction of temperature curves for individual points along its
length. Small perturbations in temperature and the spatial distribution of those
temperature changes are associated with specific events during this production period.
In the early stages the hydrate-bearing zone showed a small amount of cooling that was
restricted to the perforated interval. Only during the second jet-pump flowback period
(Production Phase 3), when there was a very high rate of gas production, did the
temperature changes affect the reservoir interval above the perforated interval. During
this time the produced interval had a significant reduction in temperature.
The continued reduction in temperature in the perforated interval and in the
surrounding reservoir above the perforated interval characterized the period of
depressurization below methane hydrate stability during the third jet-pump flowback
(Figure 45). The temperature in the perforated zone shows marked cooling that was
most noticeable after the BHP dropped below the pure methane hydrate equilibrium
value. This temperature drop was consistent with the endothermic reaction of hydrate
dissociation. The spatial heterogeneity in the thermal response from top to bottom of
the perforated intervals provides potential clues on how to evaluate the relative flow of
gas and water into the wellbore from the formation.
The gas composition was monitored during the entire production period with an on-line
GC. The three dominant gases comprised nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and methane, so the
produced volumes were normalized to a relative proportion in mole percent, mol%,
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(Figure 46). Even during the unassisted production interval during the first two days,
methane was the dominant gas produced from the well. After the initial jet-pump stages
were under way, methane increased in the total gas stream, reaching almost 80 mol% of
the total by the end of the first jet-pumping flowback period (Production Phase 2).
During that time, nitrogen and carbon dioxide decreased their contribution to the gas
stream. When the depressurization stage started during third and final jet-pump
flowback stage, the methane contribution rose to more than 95 mol%. Nitrogen and
carbon dioxide contributions fell to very low levels, with carbon dioxide never
exceeding 2.0 mol% of the total stream. The produced gas volumes were converted to
cumulative volumetric amounts of the individual produced gases (Figure 47).
Significant increases in produced methane during the production test corresponded to
the initial jet-pump flowback and a very large increase at the beginning of the second
flowback stage. When the third flowback period began on March 23, the methane
production rate was fairly uniform for the final 18 days. Nitrogen showed early
production during the first two flowback stages, but once pressures fell below the
methane hydrate stability pressure the amount of produced nitrogen fell to very low
levels. Carbon dioxide behavior was very similar. After an initial burst of production
during the initial flowback period, the amount of produced carbon dioxide remained
almost constant.
The recovery percentage of the injected gases was calculated based on the cumulative
injected volumes (Figure 48). The test produced 855 Mscf of methane over the total
production period. Of the initial 215.9 Mscf of injected gas, 167.3 Mscf was nitrogen.
Over the course of the production test approximately, 70% of that nitrogen was
recovered. In contrast, only 40% of the 48.6 Mscf of injected carbon dioxide was
recovered. During the early stages of the production test, excluding the first period
where gas from the wellbore was produced on initial depressurization, more nitrogen
was produced compared to the amount of carbon dioxide that was injected. This is
shown by the CH4-free mol% CO2 relative to nitrogen (Figure 49). Only in the final jetpumping stage, in which the pressure was lowered below CH4-hydrate stability, did we
see an increase in the amount of CO2 relative to N2. This could indicate that pressures
were finally being reached that led to the destabilization of CO2-enriched hydrate. Note
that because the separator normally operated above ambient pressure and jet-pumping
water was mixed with produced fluids in the wellbore, gas loss occurred when the
water containing dissolved gas moved from the separator into the atmospheric uprighttanks. It was necessary to correct for the lost gas in the data reported because CO2 is
much more soluble that N2 or CH4. To account for this, a procedure was developed to
calculate the amount of dissolved gas leaving the separator over the production phase.
This lost gas was added to the gas production amounts metered through the gas leg of
the separator. Appendix C provides details for this calculation.
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Figure 44:

Thermal effects (along with gas production rate and downhole pressure) during the
unassisted and the first two jet-pumping phases of production. The thick dashed lines
indicate the targeted formation and the small dashed lines indicate the perforated zone.

Figure 45:

Thermal effects (along with gas production rate and downhole pressure) during the third jetpumping phase of production. Note that A and B have different temperature threshold limits.
The thick dashed lines indicate the targeted formation and the small dashed lines indicate the
perforated zone.
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Figure 46:

Produced gas composition during production measured with the on-line gas chromatograph.
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Figure 48:

Percentage of injected gas recovered during production based on the total amount injected.
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A total of 1136.5 bbl of formation water was produced with varying daily production
rates during the jet-pumping phases (Figure 50) Appendix C describes the methodology
for calculating the daily water rate. Figure 51 shows the molar ratio of produced water
to produced gas over the jet-pumping production periods. Produced water:gas ratios
were erratic during the first jet-pumping phase and varied from 10-50 on a molar basis.
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However, the next two jet-pumping phases showed a steadier water rate compared with
gas production. The water rate followed the gas rate with a water:gas ratio varying from
4-12 on a molar basis. The expected ratio from hydrate dissociation alone would be
approximately 6. Therefore, for almost all of the production, the amount of water
produced was greater than can be attributed to the release of water by hydrate
dissociation. (Assuming a 5.75:1 molar ratio of water to methane, approximately 40%
of the produced water was sourced from something other than native hydrate.) During
the final steady depressurization below the methane hydrate stability pressure, water
rate varied from 22-42 bbl/day with gas rates of 13-38 Mscf/day. The ratio of water to
gas is comparable to that observed at the 2007/2008 Mallik hydrate production test.
During a smooth production period, the Mallik test recorded rates of 63-125 bbl/day of
water with 70-106 Mscf gas, resulting in molar water:gas ratios of 6.6-8.8 (Kurihara et
al, 2011).
Figure 50:

Estimated daily water production rate (bbl/day).
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Figure 51:

Molar ratio of produced water to produced gas based on daily cumulative values.
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In addition to gas and water, sand was also produced. During the first two jet-pumping
phases, sand was produced steadily with occasional large spikes (Figure 52). In Phase 4
(jet-pump flowback #3), however, sand production virtually stopped. Sand sampled on
March 7, 2012, was analyzed by the ConocoPhillips Kuparuk laboratories and found to
have a mean particle size of 148 µm. Although the well used a 200 µm sand screen, the
continual pressure fluctuations (especially in Production Phase 2) could account
partially for the continuous production of sand, as the sand could not form an effective
bed around the sand screen. This produced sand ultimately damaged two valves in the
separator during Production Phase 2.
On April 10, 2012, the tank strap on empty upright tank #1 measured 38.1 cm (1 foot, 3
inches), indicating that the bottom of the tank held sand at a height equivalent to ~25
bbl. At the conclusion of the test, the tanks were drained, leaving behind sand in the
upright tanks (Figure 53). Both tanks were full to the lowest off-load point at 30.48 cm
(1 foot). This represented ~20 bbl in each tank. At some points the tanks may have
contained more sand, but some sand could have been removed as water was off-loaded
from the tanks. The separator also was known to contain a significant amount of sand.
The amount of sand removed at the end of the field trial was unavailable.
Total produced sand was estimated using the average daily sand volume percent in the
produced water and the daily water production (sum of jet-pumping rate and estimated
formation water production). As shown in Figure 54, more than 67 bbl of sand could
have been generated over the course of production.
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Figure 52:

Bottom sediment and water measurements of the percentage sand in the produced water
stream.
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Figure 54:

Estimated cumulative sand production based on bottom sediment and water measurements
and water production.
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Phase 1: Unassisted Production
Unassisted production ran March 4-6, 2012. The methane concentration in the produced
gas rapidly rose to more than 40 mol% (Figure 46). After the first day of production,
the pressure gradient calculated from the downhole gauges began to increase (Figure
55). This increase was attributed to water flowing into and filling the wellbore. Based
on the density of water, a pressure gradient of 0.43 psi/ft was anticipated. This was
indeed the case for the gradient between the bottom and middle gauges for a short
period. This gradient then increased (for all gauges) indicating that solids (sand) were
likely mixed with the produced water. As the water continued to fill the wellbore, the
downhole pressure began to rise (see Figure 44), which corresponded with a marked
decrease in production rate. On March 6, the test transitioned to an artificial lift system,
the well was shut in, and the first jet pump (Oilmaster 5C) was installed.
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Figure 55:

Pressure gradients among the three downhole gauges during the unassisted production
period.
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Phase 2: Jet pumping above methane stability pressure, jet-pump flowback #1
Reverse-flow jet pumping above the in-place hydrate stability pressure began March 7,
2012, and proceeded for seven days. As suspected from the downhole pressure
gradients, the first produced water to the surface separator showed entrained sand. The
downhole pressure during this period was maintained at a higher pressure than the
calculated methane hydrate phase stability pressure (Figure 41). While pressure was
maintained to avoid dissociating the in-place hydrate, the composition of the produced
gas quickly rose to greater than 70 mol% CH4 (Figure 46).
The rate of gas production during this period was erratic and prone to periods of no
flow. In addition, downhole pressure displayed periods of “saw tooth” behavior with
periods of pressure buildup and rapid fall-off under stable and constant wellhead
pressure operations (Figure 56). This could indicate hydrate formation or dissociation
in the reservoir or the wellbore. Marked heterogeneity in the thermal response of the
perforated zone also occurred during this phase of production (Figure 44). As shown in
Figure 57, pressure gradients between the downhole gauges varied greatly during this
production period. The gradient was often greater than expected for water (0.43 psi/ft),
indicating the possible presence of dense solids (sand) in the water column. Sand
production was observed on the surface during this period. The test also exhibited
periods in which the gradient dropped well below 0.43 psi/ft, even into negative
numbers. This was especially true for gradients calculated from the bottom gauge. This
might be explained by the formation of hydrates in the wellbore tubing, creating
temporary blockages that isolated the lower gauge and prevented effective
communication of the true fluid head pressure in the well.
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Figure 56:

Example of downhole pressure behavior during the Phase 2 production with characteristic
“saw tooth” behavior.
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Pressure gradients between the three downhole gauges during Phase 2 of production. Gray
dashed line indicates the expected gradient for a column of water (0.43 psi/ft).

Using downhole pressure to calculate the hydrate stability temperature, the potential for
hydrate formation during this phase of production can be evaluated. Figure 58 shows
the unassisted flow (Phase 1) and first jet-pumping periods (Phase 2). The plot shows
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that the mid-perforation temperature stayed below the pure methane hydrate stability
temperature, indicating in-situ methane hydrate was stable. However, using the
composition of the produced gas to predict a stable hydrate temperature, the predicted
equilibrium temperature for the mixed hydrate is, in general, lower than the measured
temperature. Therefore, mixed hydrates of this composition would have been unstable.
Based on the produced composition, this could indicate dissociation of a mixed hydrate.
Figure 58:

Mid-perforation temperature (from DTS) along with the predicted hydrate stability temperature
for pure methane and based on the real-time produced gas composition.

As annotated in Figure 44, production was halted twice during Phase 2 production to
replace dump valves on the separator. The valves were damaged largely due to wear
from sand production. Replacement of the first valve required several hours of down
time. When the second separator valve was damaged near midnight on March 13, a
different replacement valve with a design less prone to sand damage was ordered. The
delay due to shipping halted production for ~1.5 days.
Phase 3: Jet pumping ≈ CH4-stability pressure, jet-pump flowback #2
Following the replacement of the separator valve, production restarted at 18:52 on
March 15, 2012. The downhole pressure was continually reduced to pressures that
approached and eventually reached the methane hydrate stability (Figure 41, red line).
This phase of production saw the highest gas production rates (approaching 150
Mscf/day, Figure 44). The increase in gas rate was accompanied by increasing amounts
of produced water (Figure 41). During this period, methane concentration also
increased to more than 90% in the total gas production stream (Figure 46). A marked
cooling was observed in the perforated zone, as seen in Figure 44. Sand continued to be
produced during this phase with an average of 2.6 vol% sand (Figure 52). Compared to
the Phase 2 production, downhole pressure in Phase 3 did not show the “saw tooth”
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behavior or marked periods of episodic flow and downhole pressure build-up. In short,
a deliberate reduction in the downhole pressure below previous levels resulted in
relatively high flow rates that appeared to be consistent with hydrate dissociation.
Figure 59 displays a plot of productivity index versus time. Productivity index (PI) is
expressed as reservoir barrels per psi drawdown and therefore provides a relative
indicator of flow potential. As the figure indicates, productivity increased dramatically
during the aforementioned production period (period between the vertical lines), well
beyond what would have been attributed to the absolute pressure drawdown alone
given the prior production period. This dramatic increase in flow potential must be
associated with a dramatic increase in permeability, which is presumed to be a
consequence of hydrate dissociation. Notably, the period of high PI ended when the
well was shut in. After shut-in, PIs returned to a relatively low value that gradually
improved over time. During the shut-in period, either a stable hydrate reformed in the
near-well region or solids rearrangement led to additional mechanical damage or skin.
Finally, in the later extended production period, some concern for icing existed in that
sandface pressures would require subfreezing temperatures for methane hydrate
stability. An improving PI would suggest that hydrate dissociation was sustained and
was moving outward with time with no impairment associated with icing.
Figure 59:

Plot of productivity index versus time.
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Pressure gradients were calculated between the downhole gauges during Production
Phase 3 (Figure 60). During Phase 2 shut-in and before reinitiating flow, all gradients
had dropped to slightly less than 0.43 psi/ft. This may have resulted from hydrate
forming in the wellbore during the shut-in period, which reduced average density in the
well. Upon reopening the well, pressure drawdown appeared to be sufficient to promote
hydrate dissociation. Evidence for gas and solids separation in the wellbore is noted
from relative gradient values between gauge positions. The gradient above the
producing interval is gassier while gradient below appears solid laden.
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Production during Phase 3 ended abruptly when an ice blockage developed in the flare
line. The well was shut in while the blockage in the line was remedied. Upon restart,
reestablishing flow proved impossible. As shown in Figure 61, downhole pressure was
unresponsive upon restart of jet-pump operations after the 2-hour shut-in. Numerous
attempts to return the well to flowing condition by increasing the jet-pumping rate to
reduce pump suction pressure were unsuccessful. Hydrate blockages may have
occurred relatively high in the tubing at relatively low temperatures such that the jetpump was ineffective at reducing the downhole pressure to initiate dissociation. A
remediation of possible hydrate blockages below the jet-pump was impossible because
of the standing valve (check valve) installed below the jet-pump. After a day of trying
to return to flow, a new jet-pump was installed and the standing valve was removed to
allow for hydrate remediation by injection of a hydrate inhibitor if needed.
Figure 60:

Pressure gradients for the three downhole gauges during Phase 3 of production. Gray dashed
line indicates the expected gradient for a column of water.
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Figure 61:

Downhole pressure gauges showing pressure response during shut-in to unfreeze the flare
line and subsequent restart.
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Phase 4: Jet pumping below CH4-stability pressure, jet-pump flowback #3
With a new jet-pump installed (Oilmaster 6C) and the standing valve removed, jetpumping Production Phase 4 began on March 23, 2012. However, initial attempts to
restart the well were unsuccessful as before. A limited volume of heated glycol was
injected below the jet-pump to remediate any hydrate blockages. This successfully
reestablished pressure communication with the formation and the fourth and final
production phase began. The goal of this phase was to step down the pressure slowly to
conditions that would destabilize the native methane hydrate. During this 19-day
production phase, downhole pressure was lowered in steps from 648 psia to 266 psia.
The reduction of downhole pressure led to a corresponding increase in gas production
rate and a cooling at the perforations (Figure 45). Gas rate increased from
approximately 5 Mscf/day to more than 30 Mscf/day. During this period, the methane
concentration was greater than 90 mol% in the gas stream (Figure 46). Temperature
dropped to about 33-34°F at the lowest flowing downhole pressures. A temperature
drop corresponding to decreased pressure is expected for gas production from hydrates
due to endothermic reactions associated with hydrate dissociation and Joule-Thompson
cooling. As illustrated in Figure 41, the downhole pressure continued to drop below the
predicted stability pressure for methane hydrate as monitored by the temperature at the
perforations. While temperature decreased with lowering of the downhole pressure, the
decrease was much smaller than predicted from the position of the hydrate stability line
at the measured BHP. While the temperature at the perforations reached 33-34°F, the
predicted hydrate dissociation temperature for both pure methane hydrate and a hydrate
based on produced gas composition was far below the freezing point of water (Figure
62). This difference could be due to an incorrect prediction of the hydrate phase
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behavior. However, as the pressure-temperature behavior for methane hydrate is well
known, an alternative explanation is likely. It is probable that the hydrate dissociation
front has moved an appreciable distance from the wellbore. To sustain flow, the
pressure at the front must be measurably higher than the wellbore and given the
pressure-temperature dependency for dissociation, the front temperature must also be
higher. The exact temperature at the front is difficult to estimate without using a fully
coupled flow model that incorporates heat transport. Nonetheless, as shown in both
Figure 45 and Figure 50, gas and water rates slowly increased over time, indicating that
if ice formation occurred, it had no immediate detrimental impact on production.
Figure 62:

Temperature at the perforations compared with the predicted hydrate stability temperature
(based on the pressure reduction) for pure methane hydrate and a hydrate with the produced
gas composition.
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The pressure gradients between downhole gauges showed uniform behavior during
Production Phase 4 (Figure 63). As discussed for the previous production phases, the
higher gradient between the bottom and middle gauges could be due to gas-solids
separation in the water column. The uniform nature of the middle-bottom gauge
difference indicated that the sand content in the well probably remained constant during
this time. Recall that surface-measured sand content in the produced water during this
period approached zero. Hence, elevated gradients above the water reference probably
reflect sand trapped in the rat hole below the screen. As Figure 63 shows, all Production
Phase 4 gradients declined with time. This reflects the increase of gas rates while the
water:gas (Figure 51) ratio was declining.
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Figure 63:

Pressure gradients between the three downhole gauges during Phase 3 of production. Gray
dashed line indicates the expected gradient for a column of water.
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Post-Production Period
Right after midnight April 5, 2012, the jet-pumping power fluid was replaced with
glycol. The jet-pumping rate then was significantly reduced to stall-out the jet-pump.
At that point, the well was shut in to conclude the field test. Almost immediately after
shut-in, the temperature profiles showed warming in the perforated zone (Figure 64);
likely because fluid flow ceased and no cool fluid was leaving the perforations to cool
the wellbore. The temperature profile in the perforated zone behaved in a manner that
provides information about the heterogeneity of the reservoir and flow paths during
injection and production. After a period of immediate warming following shut-in, the
middle of the perforated interval showed cooling; this gradually moved to the upper
portion of the perforated interval. By April 12, the top of the interval had cooled
significantly while the lower portion of the interval remained relatively warmer
(although still cool compared to the initial reference temperature). Notably, the vertical
location of the cooling event is coincident with cooling in the zone of persistence of
post-injection warming (Figure 32). In conjunction, this may provide evidence for
vertically localized hydrate formation upon injection and dissociation upon production.
While this temperature segregation may reflect the effects imposed by reservoir and
hydrate saturation heterogeneity, it also may reflect the effects of gravity segregation or
the tendency for injection gas to override water.
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Figure 64:

Thermal effects along with downhole pressures after shut-in following production. The thick
horizontal dashed lines indicate the targeted formation depth and the small dashed lines
indicate the perforated zone.
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Comparison with Model Predictions
At this moment, currently available hydrate flow simulators cannot model either
N2/CO2 mixture injection into a methane hydrate-bearing reservoir or the subsequent
production from said reservoir. For this reason, the internally developed cell-to-cell
model (or tank model) helped guide planning for the field trial. Details of this model
were given earlier and in a previous report (DOE Award No.: DE-NT0006553,
Progress Report Second Half 2011). While this model is limited in its ability to capture
the physics and chemistry that occurred in the formation during the field trial, a historymatch between the field data and this model could provide insights into where the
assumption of a well-mixed instantaneous equilibrium system succeeds and where it
fails. The adiabatic cell-to-cell model was used in the history-matching attempt. It was
assumed that the reservoir was homogenous and was represented by a series of cells as
shown in Figure 65.
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Figure 65:

Cell-to-cell model configuration used to history-match the field trial.
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The following example details the model protocol and results. The model was
initialized with a homogeneous hydrate saturation of 65% and a water saturation of
35% in the formation. The initialized hydrate saturation is approximately the midpoint
of the range determined from multiple log analysis methods. Reservoir pressure and
temperature were set at 1000 psi and 40.5°F, respectively. The volume of the first tank
was equivalent to the volume of the first 3.5 ft around the well assuming a 30-ft
reservoir height. Note that the volume of every cell is the same except for the last cell,
which is 100 times that of the basic cell volume. The number of cells in the model is
25. At the end of injection, the injected gas had only reached cell 8.
The model simulated injection of 230 Mscf of mixed gas (23 mol% CO2 and 77 mol%
N2) followed by stepwise depressurization. The model injection pressure was fixed at
the average injection pressure for the field trial, 1420 psia. The production BHP history
was approximated with a series of stepwise values. As the cell-to-cell model is a
volume-based model, all the simulation results are referenced to volume injected or
produced. Therefore, BHP control was predicated on injected or produced volumes,
which ensured at a minimum an exact volume balance agreement between the model
and the actual data. All of the comparison plots with the field trial will be based on
cumulative volumes instead of time. Composition is expressed on a molar basis. The
first cell in the model provides the closest prediction of near-wellbore conditions.
Measured sandface temperatures will be compared to cell one.
Figure 66 and Figure 67 show the predicted mole fraction of methane, nitrogen, and
carbon dioxide in the hydrate phase and the vapor phase in the first cell during the
injection of 230 Mscf of the CO2 mixture. The simulated mole fraction of methane in
the hydrate immediately began to decrease as nitrogen and carbon dioxide entered the
hydrate phase. However, a vapor phase was not predicted during the initial stage of
injection (Figure 68). Instead, the thermodynamic flash initially predicted a two-phase
aqueous (liquid water) + hydrate (Lw-H) phase region equilibrium based on the total
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moles of all of the species in the tank. After approximately 12 Mscf of injection, the
model predicted that the cell entered a three-phase aqueous + Hydrate + free gas (LwH-V) region equilibrium, which persists through injection (Figure 68). The model
predicted a relatively rapid initial increase in hydrate saturation at the start of injection
followed by a gradual decrease. Vapor saturations continually increased over the course
of injection (Figure 68).
From the compositional behavior of hydrate in the first cell (Figure 66), nitrogen uptake
is rapid, more than 30% at roughly half the total injection volume. With further
injection, however, predicted nitrogen in the hydrate appears to approach an asymptote.
Carbon dioxide uptake is steady throughout the injection period and finally surpasses
nitrogen at around 150 Mscf of injection. In the later stage of the injection, the slope of
the increase in carbon dioxide in the hydrate is similar in magnitude to the decrease of
methane. If injection continued, the methane eventually would be removed from the
hydrate phase in cell one with only nitrogen and carbon dioxide remaining in a molar
ratio of ~35% N2 to 65% CO2. As expected, the CO2 is preferred over N2 and it is
concentrated in the hydrate phase relative to the injected gas phase composition (77%
N2 and 23% CO2). Note, however, that while carbon dioxide is preferred in the hydrate
phase, the model still predicted a relatively high concentration of N2 participating in the
hydrate.
Figure 66:

Predicted mole fraction of methane, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide in the hydrate phase during
injection using the cell-to-cell model (first tank). This is on a water-free basis.
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Figure 67:

Predicted mole fraction of methane, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide in the vapor phase during
injection using the cell-to-cell model (first tank). This is on a water-free basis.
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Figure 68:

Phase saturation predicted by the cell-to-cell model in the first tank during injection.
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The injection phase is followed by the production phase, which replicates the BHP
versus cumulative volume withdrawal. Figure 69 compares BHP during the production
period with the BHP used in the simulation. Using the BHP history in the production
simulation and adjusting the formation’s specific heat, Figure 70 shows the measured
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bottomhole temperature versus the best match obtained in the first tank temperature
from the cell-to-cell model. Even with artificially high specific heat for the formation,
the model could not obtain a good fit to the test data. In addition, after about 250 Mscf
of production, all of the hydrate was dissociated from the first tank, and
correspondingly, the predicted temperature became almost constant. This is far
different from the field observation.
One possible explanation for this difference is that conductive heat transfer between the
formation and its surroundings during the actual test helped reduce the degree of the
temperature drop during the flowback. This confirms the need for a simulator with fully
coupled mass flow and heat transfer.
Figure 69:

BHP as a function of cumulative gas production from the field and BHP used in the model.
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Figure 70:

Measured versus predicted bottomhole temperature of the first tank during production.

As shown in Figure 71 and Figure 72, the model also could not reproduce the produced
gas composition observed in the field. Namely, the model fails to replicate the early and
rapid increase in methane concentration as well as its long-term trend. In addition, the
model over-predicts the nitrogen concentration with cumulative production and underpredicts the initial carbon dioxide concentration. Cumulative water production is underpredicted as well (Figure 73). Given the large proportion of non-associated hydrate
water produced (40%); it is likely that free water was displaced ineffectively from the
near-well region, possibly as a consequence of gravity override during gas injection.
Additional simulations wherein initial hydrate saturation was varied from 50-85% did
not alter these conclusions. Likewise, varying the assumed model cell volume from an
effective radius of 1 foot to 14 feet did not improve the match.
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Figure 71:

Methane composition of the produced gas during the pilot and predicted from the cell-to-cell
model

Figure 72:

Nitrogen and carbon dioxide composition of the produced gas during the pilot and predicted
from the cell-to-cell model.
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Figure 73:

Plot of cumulative water produced and predicted from the cell-to-cell model.
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The inability of the cell-to-cell model to match most aspects of the production data
indicates that the major assumptions of the model may be incorrect. These assumptions
include:
•
•
•
•
•

The system is adiabatic and heat transfer to and from confining strata is
unimportant.
The system reaches local instantaneous equilibrium. Mixing among all constituents
within the defined volume is complete and exchange kinetics are rapid and
therefore do not control the observed dynamic behavior.
The reservoir is homogeneous and uniform throughout.
Gravity can be ignored.
Transport of mass is limited to only liquid and gas. Solids cannot flow.

The assumption of an adiabatic system is invalid given the ample evidence for heat
transfer above and below the reservoir interval as indicated from the DTS field data.
With respect to equilibrium, it has been shown that local equilibrium is a poor
assumption for bench-scale experiments involving “solid-state” hydrate exchange. This
observation may be equally applicable to an injection or flowback field experiment in
which fluid residence times are arguably closer to the bench scale than those for an
actual field displacement process on a commercial scale. Nonetheless, a full accounting
of heat transfer and kinetic effects must await future modeling efforts.
As regards the remaining bullet points, limited testing of the validity of these
assumptions can be undertaken with the cell-to-cell model. Specifically, the potential
for flow heterogeneity and solid hydrate production to improve the field history match
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can be explored through a series of model recombinations. The remainder of this
section describes these efforts.

Model Recombinations
The process of model recombination was quite simple. Produced streams from two
model simulations were recombined in a stepwise manner that replicated the field
methane composition history while honoring the total produced gas volume. The
quality of the history match was then assessed by its ability to reproduce both the
nitrogen and carbon dioxide composition versus cumulative gas production. Three
recombination cases were specifically addressed: Case One considers partial
injection/production out-of-zone; Case Two regards injection into and production from
zones of differing initial hydrate saturation; and Case Three speculates on the potential
for the coproduction of solid methane hydrate. In the cases of solid hydrate and out-ofzone production, pure methane hydrate or injectant gas were recombined with a single
model production stream, again explicitly matching the gas phase methane composition
while honoring the imposed total gas production constraint. In attempting to model
heterogeneous production, the act of recombining produced streams assumes that
hydrate exchange occurs independently in each interval and therefore can be
represented by separate models. The composition-volume response of each interval is a
function of the initial hydrate saturation, the volume of injectant, and the volume of
produced gas. Given that injection and production pressures are fixed, the latter are
controlled implicitly by permeability-height. Permeability is not considered here, hence
the reliance on mathematical mixing.
Three cases for heterogeneous mixing will be illustrated.
Case 1: Partial Injection Out of Zone
A model with initial hydrate saturation of 75% is recombined with the 23% CO2
injectant. This would simulate the possibility that only a portion of the injected gas was
delivered to the hydrate-bearing interval while the remaining portion was injected out
of zone and did not react within the thief zone to form additional hydrate. Notably, the
cell-to-cell model predicts that only about 60 Mscf of the injectant can be placed into
the 75% hydrate saturation interval before injection ceases due to in situ hydrate
saturations approaching 100% in the first cell. Consequently, the hydrate composition
in the first cell is comparatively enriched with nitrogen at the point that injection into
hydrate terminates as discussed earlier. Upon depressurization, this hydrate becomes
unstable immediately and is available to mix with the gas stream injected out of zone.
Figure 74 shows the produced methane composition match and the percentage of
injectant required to achieve the produced methane match.
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Figure 74:

Plot showing produced methane composition match and the percentage of injectant required
to achieve the match in Case 1.
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Except for the early production period, the recombination indicates that the majority of
produced gas originated from the hydrate interval. Figure 75 compares the predicted
nitrogen and carbon dioxide composition in the produced gas to the actual field data.
The recombined prediction of produced gas compositions shows the correct trends and
is dramatically improved with respect to the previously described model (Figure 72).
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Figure 75:

Comparison of the predicted nitrogen and carbon dioxide composition in the produced gas to
the actual field data for Case 1.
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Case 2: Heterogeneous Mixing
Case 2, which illustrates heterogeneous mixing, recombines produced streams from a
30-ft cell model with an initial hydrate saturation of 75%, and a 5-ft cell model with an
initial hydrate saturation of 50%. Injection was restricted to 60 Mscf in the higher
hydrate saturation model for reasons already stated in Case 1. The remainder of the
total volume of injectant (160 Mscf) was placed in the 5-ft low-saturation model. This
recombined case represents a realistic scenario for the field wherein the majority of the
C sandstone, except for the extreme upper portion, has a uniform, log-indicated hydrate
saturation of 75% (by AIM analysis). The upper interval saturation is significantly less.
Figure 76 shows the recombined methane composition history match and the percent
volume contribution from the low-saturation model. The percent contribution generally
increases with total produced gas volume but is noticeably erratic over the simulated
production interval. The case for heterogeneous production is appealing from several
aspects. The first concerns tracer production. It was observed in that the first tracer
injected, SF6, was produced coincidentally with R114 (Figure 108). While
acknowledging some partitioning of tracer to the hydrate phase, this outcome suggests
that SF6 was trapped near the well, potentially in intervals of high initial hydrate
saturation that received limited injection due to early and rapid build-up of mixed
hydrate. In effect, these zones could receive injectant and tracer until the effective
permeability to gas, as a function of hydrate saturation, approached zero. The
equilibrium cell-to-cell model suggests that as much as one half the SF6 would be
sequestered in the near-well area if the initial hydrate saturation was about 75%.
Furthermore, the same model predicts that depressurization would readily destabilize
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the in-place mixed hydrate, resulting in a rapid desaturation of hydrate, presumably
promoting much-improved permeability and early production of SF6 coincident with a
nitrogen-enriched gas phase. As Figure 48, Figure 49, and Figure 78 indicate, these
predictions agree with observed produced gas trends from the field test. Field
temperature data also supports heterogeneous injection and production in that during
both operations, non-uniform temperature profiles were observed both within and
without the perforated reservoir interval as shown in Figure 40 and Figure 64.
However, cursory circumstantial evidence does not fully validate this interpretation; a
more rigorous simulation approach is required. Figure 77 depicts the predicted
compositions for nitrogen and carbon dioxide. Again, the trend of the prediction for
each is in keeping with actual production.
Figure 76:

Methane match for Case 2.
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Figure 77:

Calculated N2 and CO2 for Case 2.

Case 3: Solid Hydrate Production
The final recombination exercise addresses the potential for producing solid methane
hydrate based on the observation that solids were produced readily throughout much of
the production phase of the test. The production of solid hydrate could promote early
methane production as well as additional water production, which the prior cases
approximate poorly (Figure 73). As before, the recombination process matched the
produced gas methane composition by mixing the cell-to-cell model output for a 5-ft
model with initial hydrate saturation of 50% into which 220 Mscf of 23% CO2-nitrogen
was injected, with pure methane hydrate that has a water-to-gas molar ratio of six.
Figure 78 represents the percentage of pure hydrate mixed to achieve the shown
methane composition history match while maintaining the produced gas volumetric
balance. Figure 79 details the actual composition trends for N2 and CO2 versus the
recombined model predicted trends.
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Figure 78:

Plot showing the percentage of pure hydrate mixed to achieve the shown methane
composition history match shown in Figure 79.
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Figure 79:

Plot showing details the actual composition trends for N2 and CO2 versus the recombined
model predicted trends for Case 3.
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As indicated, the amount of solid methane hydrate in the recombined produced gas
stream increases almost linearly with cumulative produced gas volume in order to
replicate the observed methane composition. The recombined model predicts that at the
end of the field trial, nearly 90% of the produced methane is derived from solid
methane hydrate. Predictions of nitrogen and carbon dioxide are somewhat in keeping
with observed trends but of lower quality than those reported earlier for the
heterogeneous recombination cases. Although not shown, the prediction of produced
water is marginally improved. Solid methane hydrate recombination with models of
variable initial hydrate saturation and reservoir thickness (0-85% hydrate saturation)
did not improve upon the quality of the gas composition match.

Post Test Operations
Final abandonment of Iġnik Sikumi #1 wellsite was completed May 5, 2012. Tubing,
casing-tubing annulus, and FlatPak tubes were filled with cement following the
abandonment procedure approved by the Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation
Commission. To minimize effects on the landscape and leave as little trace of the
operations as possible, a small area around the wellhead was excavated to expose well
casing to six feet below tundra surface. Casing and tubing were cutoff three feet below
ground level. Cement fill-up was verified, and a cap was welded on top. The excavation
was refilled and graded appropriately to ensure return to original grade following spring
melt back of the ice pad. The top surface of the ice pad was scraped, with residue
hauled-off for disposal. Barriers to the pad entrance were erected and periodic
monitoring continued during spring melt. Inspection was conducted with AOGCC
representatives August 21, 2012, followed by hand-grooming of the P&A “mound” to
mitigate slight (1ft wide by 3ft long) ponding. Crowned areas were shoveled into the
center of the ponded area to encourage drainage, and the entire area of the ice pad was
re-inspected for trash and debris. Helicopter inspection with North Slope Borough
officials was conducted September 3, 2012. The final inspection was conducted by
Alaska Department of Natural Resources September 5, 2012, by helicopter to minimize
surface disturbance. This inspection concluded that the ice pad had “no impact on the
tundra, even in the areas of variable terrain.’

Conclusions
The stated conclusions are preliminary in nature. They represent a current
understanding based on limited analysis with rudimentary tools. More definitive
conclusions are expected as knowledge of mixed hydrate systems mature.
•

•
•

A 23mol% CO2 – N2 mixture was successfully injected into a hydrate bearing zone
in which free water was present. Although the possibility for injection out of zone
cannot be eliminated, it is clear that a sizeable portion of the injectant interacted
with the intended target.
Evidence for solid state CO2 – methane hydrate exchange exists.
Methane was produced above the methane hydrate stability pressure and
temperature. This methane was produced coincident with CO2 and N2, whose molar
ratios were different from the injected gas. The relative abundance of each gaseous
component was consistent with the dissociation of a three species mixed hydrate
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•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

whose stability requirements for pressure and temperature were not met at the
producing bottomhole conditions.
Injectivity declined over time. This is consistent with simple model predictions,
which indicate that total hydrate saturation generally increases with injection of this
mixture at the observed in-situ conditions. It is expected that any significant
dissociation of bulk hydrate would have been noted as improved injectivity.
The formation temperature increased during injection consistent with exchange or
new hydrate formation.
A simple adiabatic homogeneous instantaneous equilibrium model cannot predict
the observed production behavior.
The observed differences between the actual data and the model may be attributable
to the following: the process is kinetically dominated; heat transfer is inadequately
modeled; or reservoir heterogeneity controls the observed response. Although other
mechanisms may be operative, these are believed to be the most important.
Bottomhole pressures below 400 psia are achievable during active hydrate
dissociation, even though models indicate that this sandface pressure would cause
icing. No evidence for icing via measured temperature or impaired productivity was
observed. This likely suggests that the pressure increase between the well and the
dissociation front to sustain flow is sufficiently large to avoid icing conditions at the
observed sandface pressure.
As large as eight-fold variations in productivity index were observed during
production. Understanding the root cause for these changes may be crucial in
maintaining commercially viable rates from hydrate production wells.
Sufficient evidence for heterogeneous injection and production exists within the
distributed temperature sensing record.
The temperature record, furthermore, supports hydrate formation and dissociation
given that the observed sandface temperature changes were in accord with those
expected at the existent bottomhole pressure and in-situ composition conditions.
Wellbore conditions must be effectively managed for efficient production of
hydrates. Wellbore conditions to be managed include solids control, temperature
control, pressure control and wellbore fluid levels. Operational difficulties during
production were usually associated with shut-in events wherein well pressures rose
and hydrates formed within the well. Many of these events were precipitated by
solids production; effective application of downhole heating and water level
management may have mitigated these.
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List of Acronyms and Abbreviations
Acronym or Abbreviation
µm
µsec
3-D
AIM
AOGCC
API
bbl
Bbl/D
BHP
BHT
BWPD
CH4
CMR
CO2
CSV
CV
DOE
DPHI
DT
dT
DTCO
DTS
Ft.
GC
gpm
GR
He
Hi-Res
in.
JOGMEC
Lbs.
LWD
Lw-H
Lw-H-V
MCF/D
mD
MDT™
mol%
MRI
Mscf
N2
NaCl
Ne
NETL
NMR
P&A

Acronym, Abbreviation, or Term Explained
Micron
microsecond
Three-dimensional
Advanced Interpretation Model
Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission
American Petroleum Institute
Barrel
Barrels per day
Bottomhole pressure
Bottomhole temperature
Barrels of water per day
Methane
Combinable Magnetic Resistance
Carbon Dioxide
Comma Separated Value (file format)
Cell volume
Department of Energy
Density porosity
Delta T (Time)
Transit time
Compressional wave transit time (well log
measured in µsec/ft)
Distributed temperature sensing
Feet
Gas chromatograph
Gallons per minute
Gamma ray
Helium
High-resolution
Inch
Japan Oil, Gas and Metals National Corporation
Pounds
Logging-while-drilling
Water and hydrate
Water, hydrate and gas
1000 cubic feet per day
millidarcy
Modular Dynamic Tester™
Molecular percentage
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Million standard cubic feet
Nitrogen gas
Sodium Chloride
Neon
National Energy Technology Laboratory
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Plug & Abandon
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Acronym or Abbreviation
P&IDs
Pbd
PEX™
PGHS
PI
ppg
ppm
Pres
psi
psia
PV
RHOB
RHOZ
RKB
Rt
Rt
Rw
scf
SF6
Sh
sI
sII
SLB
SPE
SSTVD
TCMR
TD
Tres
USGS
Vol%
Vp
Vs
X-over
XPT™
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Acronym, Abbreviation, or Term Explained
Piping & Instrumentation Diagrams
Breakdown Pressure
Platform Express™
Methane hydrate stability pressure
Productivity Index
Pounds per gallon
Parts per million
Reservoir Pressure
Pounds per square inch
Pounds per square inch absolute
Pressure x Velocity
3
Bulk Density (log file measured in g/cm )
HRDD Standard Resolution Formation Density (log
file)
Rotary Kelly Bushing
Observed bulk Resistivity
Resistivity
Water Resistivity
Standard cubic foot
Sulfur hexafluoride
Hydrate saturation
Structure I (structure I hydrate formation)
Structure II (structure II hydrate formation)
Schlumberger
Society of Petroleum Engineers
Subsurface True Vertical Depth
Total CMR Porosity
Total Depth
Reservoir Temperature
United States Geological Survey
Volume percentage
P-wave velocity
S-wave velocity
Crossover
Pressure Express™
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Appendix A Experimental Basis for CO2
Exchange
A series of laboratory experiments between 2003 and 2009 demonstrated the
viability of exchanging CO2 with CH4 in hydrate structure as a potential
production strategy for natural gas hydrate reservoirs (Stevens et al., 2008; Graue
et al., 2006). This work was used as the basis to design a field test that evaluated
the exchange mechanism at a larger scale.
The early experiments were designed around a simplified scenario of hydrates
forming in a gas-rich, partial water saturation environment in a consolidated rock
pore system. This low initial water saturation condition contrasted with higher
water saturations that are believed to be present in many hydrate-bearing settings.
The advantages of these initial conditions were that hydrate formation was faster
in a gas-rich system, with nearly complete conversion of all the available water
into hydrate. Permeability to gas was also optimized in this system because of the
connected gas phase in the pore system.
The early planning stages of the field trial identified several themes that needed
further investigation. A new series of laboratory tests were run to generate critical
information for the field-trial design. The major concerns were:
1.

what happens in a hydrate-bearing system with excess water,

2.

how is CO2 delivered to the proper reservoir interval, and

3.

what is the impact of a fine-grain, unconsolidated sediment on the
effectiveness of the exchange process?

The first concern was that hydrate-bearing sands in the Arctic regions have high
hydrate saturations along with water in the pores. Wireline log interpretation at
Milne Point and Mallik used a combination of conventional resistivity and
porosity measurements along with the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
logging tool to estimate fluid and hydrate saturations in the reservoir intervals.
These interpretations also indicated the presence of “free” water in the hydratebearing sands (Collett and Lee, 2011). Free water, whether a near-wellbore effect
or a reservoir characteristic, would be available to interact with injected CO2, and
form new hydrate and thus reduce injectivity.
The second concern was how to deliver a pure, liquid CO2 stream to the face of
the reservoir layer 2000 ft. below the surface. The liquid CO2 column weight at
that depth would exceed the parting pressure of the hydrate-cemented sediments.
A potential solution was to transform the CO2 into a mixed gas phase by adding
nitrogen. The impact of mixed-gas on exchange was investigated experimentally.
The third major concern was whether the hydrate cements, which control the
strength of the reservoir, would be affected by exchange and whether formation
integrity would be maintained.
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Excess Water Saturation
These experiments were designed to evaluate the impact of free water in the
hydrate pore system and to quantify permeability reduction from hydrate
formation as a result of injecting CO2 into a water-filled pore system.
In this experiment, a Bentheim sandstone core plug was partially saturated with
0.1N NaCl by imbibition to a final water saturation of approximately 50%. The
imbibition process generally led to a uniform distribution of water along the core
length as monitored by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques. Methane
gas at 1200 psi was introduced to the core at one end of the core plug to fill the
remaining pore space. The sample was then cooled to 4oC, which initiated the
formation of hydrate in the core as monitored by MRI (Figure 80). In this
experiment, the methane volume was constrained so that roughly half of the
available water was converted into hydrate and free water remained in the pore
system. Water and hydrate saturations were each approximately 25% and the
remaining pore volume was gas. The comparison of methane consumption with
the loss of MRI intensity as hydrate forms showed a general agreement (Figure
80). A series of rapid permeability measurements were made using small volumes
of nitrogen. Permeabilities of 2 to 3 mD were determined on this sample in the
presence of excess water.
Figure 80:

Methane consumption as measured in volume of gas during the formation of hydrate
(blue) compared to the loss of MRI signal intensity during hydrate formation (green)

Liquid carbon dioxide was then injected into the hydrate-bearing core with excess
water. As expected, the carbon dioxide converted all of the available free water
into a hydrate as monitored by the MRI (Figure 81). The saturation profile along
the core length showed the somewhat uneven distribution of the initial water
saturation (blue) and then the water saturation after methane hydrate formation
and partial dissociation with the large volumes of injected nitrogen (red). The
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noise in this intermediate curve results from greatly reduced scan time. The final
profile following the introduction of carbon dioxide showed the conversion of the
remaining free water into hydrate (green). Permeability measured on the core after
carbon dioxide injection and returned values of 0.045 mD, almost two orders of
magnitude smaller than the pre-CO2 injection measurement.
Figure 81:

MRI-generated profiles of water saturation along the core length at initial state (blue),
following methane hydrate formation and before carbon dioxide injection (red) and
following the formation of carbon dioxide hydrate (green).

This test was repeated with a higher starting water saturation of 70%. The initial
water saturation was uniformly distributed along the core length as monitored
with MRI profiles. Injection of methane, cooling and pressurization resulted in
final saturations of approximately 35% free water and 43% hydrate, due to the
expansion as hydrate formed (Figure 82, red curve). Hydrate saturations were
slightly higher at the outlet end (Figure 82).
Permeability to nitrogen gas measured at this point in time was 4-18 mD. Again,
the injection of liquid carbon dioxide converted much, but not all of the available
excess water into a hydrate (Figure 82, lowermost blue curve).
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Figure 82:

MRI Profiles collected during liquid carbon dioxide injection into a methane-hydrate
saturated core plug that contained 35% excess water.
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Permeability measurements collected during the injection of liquid carbon dioxide
started at 0.9 mD and dropped quickly to 0.2 mD (Figure 83). After that point, the
permeability remained relatively constant even though additional water was being
converted to hydrate. The average intensity of the profiles collected during the
injection dropped from 0.007 to 0.0018, but did not reach zero.
Figure 83:

Changes in MRI profile intensity as additional hydrate formed from excess water and
liquid carbon dioxide injection that started at 9:36 hours.
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From these tests it was concluded that CO2 injection into a hydrate saturated pore
system containing free water and gas would result in reduction in permeability,
but that the permeability would not be reduced to zero. Permeability reduction in
a system with no gas in the pores could not be tested experimentally and remained
a concern that was addressed through phase modeling.
CO2 Delivery Mechanism
Experiments were performed to validate the efficiency of exchange with mixed
N2/CH4 gas. The first experiment (May_2011_B) had an initial hydrate saturation
of 58% and gas-filled pore space. Injection of a 60/40 mol% CO2/N2 gas mixture
did not alter the water and hydrate saturation in any appreciable manner (Figure
84).
Figure 84:

Progress of May_2011_B experiment as monitored with MRI.
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Figure 85:

MRI intensity in May_2011_2 sand pack after hydrate formation and during the initial
stages of CO2/N2 injection around 6/8/2011.
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Figure 85 shows no change in intensity, which indicates that there was no
additional hydrate formation when the mixed N2/CO2 gas was introduced.
A second experiment (June_2011_A) continued evaluating the effectiveness of
the gas versus liquid sourcing of the CO2 for exchange. The initial parameters
were similar to those used in the May_2011_B test, but in this case liquid CO2
was used. After initial hydrate formation, liquid CO2 was injected at a rate of 0.01
cm3/min to 0.05 cm3/min. The introduction of CO2 converted trace amounts of
water in the system to a hydrate as shown by an additional loss of MRI intensity
(Figure 86).
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Figure 86:

Progress of June_2011_A experiment as monitored by MRI intensity.
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A comparison of the produced methane from the two experiments indicated that
the CO2/N2 60-40 mixture was as efficient in the rate and extent of exchange with
the methane hydrate as was liquid CO2 (Figure 87). The initial production of
methane from the pores was independent of the volume of injectant, corrected for
experimental conditions. After that initial stage, the liquid CO2 produced the same
molar volume of CH4 as the CO2/N2 mixture, but only used one-quarter of the
injected volume.
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Figure 87:

Comparison of methane production from experiments that injected liquid CO2 and a gas
mixture of CO2/N2.
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When the injected volumes of the liquid and gas mixture were converted into
moles of CO2, the gas mixture proved to be more efficient in terms of total moles
of available CO2 in the production of the CH4 (Figure 88). In this instance, the
efficiency of the exchange was greater with the gas mixture. The liquid CO2
system likely was inefficient in the exchange because much of it was forced
through the system before it had time to interact with CH4-hydrate sites. The
exchange process was less affected by the driving force, as represented by the
moles of available CO2, as by the reactivity. Note that surface area and abundance
of interfaces, as determined by the initial water saturation, were the same for these
two tests.
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Figure 88:

Comparison of methane production from experiments that injected liquid CO2 and a gas
mixture of CO2/N2.
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Strength of Unconsolidated Sand
The hydrate-bearing sand reservoirs in the Arctic are composed of poorly
consolidated, fine-grained sands that are cemented primarily by hydrate. Loss of
sediment strength caused by large-scale dissociation of the load-bearing hydrate
cement during CO2 exchange process was a concern. To assess this risk several
exchange tests were run in a core holder that included ultrasonic transducers,
which measured compressional and shear wave velocities on the hydrate-saturated
sand. Analysis of the velocities is a standard technique to provide information on
the elastic moduli of the hydrate-bearing sands (Waite et al., 2009)
The experimental setup for measuring ultrasonic velocity properties in samples
while simultaneously monitoring reaction progress was developed at
ConocoPhillips in 2010. A key step in this procedure was the design and
construction of PEEK end pieces to house the piezoelectric P- and S-transducers
(500 kHz). Wave speeds were measured with a conventional pulsed-transmission
method. Waveforms were collected at regular intervals and evaluated, initially by
hand. Eventually, these data were evaluated by a waveform sonic analysis tool
LogIC, a commercial petrophysics software package that was modified to accept
the laboratory data format, and with a MATLAB signal processing module
developed in this lab.
A series of sand packs were formed with Ottawa F-110 sand that was being used
by hydrates researchers as an inter-laboratory standard. A mold was formed by
using shrink-wrap Teflon tubing around one of the PEEK end pieces (Figure 89,
left). Dry or wet sand was then added to the mold, followed by compaction to a
pre-determined volume that resulted in an initial porosity of ~40% (Figure 89,
right). Initial water saturation was determined by the amount of water mixed with
the sand before placing it in the mold.
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Figure 89:

Shrink-wrap tubing was used as mold for forming sand pack (left). Dry and wetted sand
is compacted to a pre-determined volume (length) before adding the second transducer
end piece (right) and completing the seal.

For samples with higher initial water saturation than the wet sand mixture could
establish additional water was added. The distribution of water in these sand
packs was determined by MRI profiles. Hydrate saturation was determined by
monitoring the changes in the MRI images as signal intensity decreased when
water and methane combined to form hydrate. Previous tests established a strong
correlation between MRI image intensity and moles of consumed methane during
hydrate formation, which made the MRI approach a valid means to estimate
hydrate saturation while gaining additional spatial information.
Initial tests were run with a Bentheim sandstone sample, which was the standard
medium used in ConocoPhillips’ earlier tests on hydrate formation and CO2
exchange. This test had an initial water saturation of 70%, which was uniformly
distributed along the core length (Figure 90). The sample was pressurized with
methane at 1200 psi and then cooled to 4°C. Hydrate formation was monitored
with a series of 3-D MRI images (Figure 91).
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Figure 90:

MRI profile along the longitudinal axis of the Bentheim sandstone core shows a uniform
initial water saturation of 70% before hydrate formation.

In Figure 90, note that there was some redistribution of water when the sample
was pressurized with 1200 psi of methane.
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Figure 91:

3-D MRI images of water-saturated Bentheim sandstone sample showed a loss of signal
as hydrate formed at different test stages.

3 hours
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48 hours

In Figure 91, the MRI was sensitive to the presence of water and methane, but the
MRI did not detect hydrate because of its very fast relaxation properties.
Ultrasonic waveforms were collected every minute during the hydrate formation.
Selected waveforms during the test were evaluated for first arrival times (Figure
92). The arrival times were converted into velocities by assuming a constant
sample length and corrected for the offset from the PEEK transducers (Figure 93).
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The complete test included a stage of hydrate formation where P- and S-wave
velocity increased to 4300 msec and 2200 msec respectfully. After most of the
water was converted to hydrate, the methane pore pressure was dropped below
dissociation pressure. This released free water and methane, causing an increase
in MRI signal intensity. There was a concomitant decrease in velocity to 3300
msec and 2000 msec for the P- and S-waves. The system was then re-pressurized
to 1200 psi and the remaining water was reconverted to hydrate with Vp and Vs
approaching the original values.
Figure 92:

P and S-waveforms collected during hydrate formation. First arrivals were identified by
hand.

Figure 93:

Summary of Bentheim sandstone test showing hydrate formation.

Figure 93 charts the Bentheim sandstone test hydrate formation. Hydrate
formation is shown, followed by depressurization below dissociation pressure.
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Then, Figure 93 shows re-pressurization to 1200 psi and finally, CO2 injection.
The MRI intensity is a reflection of hydrate saturation (water saturation). P- and
S-wave velocities were determined manually (Figure 92).
Additional tests with a sand pack were run with initial low and high water
saturations. The first test had an initial water saturation of 80%. Hydrate
formation caused the velocities to increase to 2800 – 3000 msec for Vp and 12001300 msec for Vs (Figure 94). On approximately June 16th, the pore pressure was
dropped below the hydrate dissociation pressure. The increase in MRI signal
intensity did not approach the levels associated with the initial water saturation.
This fact, along with the observation of water in the outlet lines, indicated that
much of the water was lost from the sand pack during depressurization. Repressurization of the system converted the remaining water, now in a low water
saturation state of approximately 20%, to hydrate. Note that even with the lower
initial water saturation that converted to hydrate, the velocities were slightly
greater than when the hydrate formed at the higher initial water saturation (Figure
94).
Figure 94:

Hydrate formation and CO2 injection test for high initial water sand pack is illustrated by
changes in MRI intensity. P- and S-wave velocity values were determined by the manual
first arrival picking method.

The MRI results allowed for periodic estimates of gas hydrate saturation during
the hydrate formation process and CO2 exchange tests. The relationship between
hydrate saturation and velocity followed two distinct trends, depending on
whether there were high or low initial water saturation levels (Figure 95). The
trends from the two initial water saturation levels did not overlay at the same gas
hydrate saturation (5% to 20%). The thought was that the initial water saturation
played a significant role in how the hydrate was distributed within the pore space,
even when the absolute hydrate saturations were the same. The interpretation of
where this hydrate was distributed within the pore space remained unclear. The P-
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wave velocity results for the initial high water saturation test fell between the
enveloping and pore-fill models (Figure 96).
Figure 95:

Changes in P- and S-wave velocity at different gas hydrate saturation follow distinctly
different trends, depending upon initial water saturation levels. Gas hydrate saturation
was determined from the MRI intensity.

Figure 96:

P-wave velocity at different gas hydrate saturation levels fall between the theoretical
values for enveloping and pore-filling models for the test with initial high water
saturation.

A second hydrate formation test with high initial water saturation levels (80%)
was characterized by a similar trend in P-wave velocity at different gas hydrate
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saturations (Figure 97). The second trend had a similar slope to the original
experiment (Experiment #2); however, the velocity values were offset by
approximately 400 msec. This offset was linked to differences in the sand packs
used in the two tests. The overall trend of the second test was closer to the porefilling model trend, especially at lower hydrate saturations.
Figure 97:

P-wave velocity trend as a function of hydrate saturation for a second, high initial water
saturation test in a sand pack shows a trend similar to the first test (Experiment #2),
though offset to higher velocities.

In Figure 33, there is greater data density, especially at low hydrate saturation,
where hydrate formation began.
Two tests that were run at low initial water saturations (20%) showed an increase
in P-wave velocity that approached the contact-cement model of hydrate
distribution (Figure 34). The second test was marred by the absence of MRI data
to estimate intermediate hydrate saturation during formation. Almost 100% of the
free water was converted to hydrate during the collection of one 3-D MRI image.
Therefore, the only measured values were the endpoint saturations. CO2 was
flooded into the core following conversion of the water to methane hydrate.
Figure 99 shows that both the P- and S-wave velocities decreased during the CO2
flood and exchange process. In Figure 98, the first test (black scatter diagram)
shows a trend of increasing velocity that passes from enveloping to contactcement distribution. The second test (orange scatter diagram) shows velocities
centered near the enveloping model.
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Figure 98:

P-wave velocity trends for two tests at low initial water saturations (20%).

Figure 99:

Changes in P- and S-wave velocity during a CO2 flood of a low saturation core
(SH=20%).

Ultrasonic measurements from hydrate-bearing samples formed by methane
injected into partially-saturated sand showed that P- and S-wave velocities
increased when hydrate was present. The increase in velocity depended upon the
amount of water initially present and the location of gas and water in the pore
space. At low saturations, the hydrate in the sediment acted as a “cementing,”
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element, and increased the ultrasonic velocities dramatically. However, the final
velocities decreased with initial water saturation. At high initial water saturations
(about 80 percent), the gas hydrate acted as a “load bearing,” element, even at low
gas hydrate saturations.
This work led to the conclusion that the formation was unlikely to fail during
exchange. However, loss of competency during dissociation is likely as
demonstrated by the Mallik field test.
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Appendix B Distributed Temperature
Sensing Data Processing
Distributed Temperature Sensing (DTS) data was collected from surface to a
depth of 2575.4 ft. Based on standard practice by the vendor, the DTS data was
normalized to a “known” temperature to account for shifts in the data. The two
normalization approaches were: normalizing to the top and bottom downhole
gauges and normalizing to an interval in the rathole (2449-2562 ft). Based on the
DTS processing software, the spatial resolution of the data was 3.28 ft. Following
normalization, the DTS temperature was compared to the middle downhole gauge
temperature. As shown in Figure 100, the normalization to the downhole gauges
produced a result in better agreement with the static middle gauge temperature.
The discrepancies seen at later times could result from the DTS being cased in
cement while the middle gauge measured wellbore fluid temperatures directly
during flowing operations. Based on this result, much of the DTS data in this
report was normalized to the downhole gauges (the raw and rathole normalized
data are available in the project database). A second processing step, a 13-point
Savitzky-Golay smoothing routine, was applied to smooth the data and remove
noise in the measurement (Figure 101). Finally, changes in temperature during the
pilot test are reported with respect to the baseline geothermal gradient. The
baseline thermal gradient of the reservoir was calculated by averaging the
calibrated DTS data collected on February 6, 2012, before the well was opened
for the 2012 testing (Figure 102). This created a reference temperature curve for
each depth point used to calculate changes in temperature in the interval during
the field trial. While a nearly 2.0°F difference in temperature existed between the
top and bottom of the hydrate-bearing interval, the temperatures at any given
depth were stable within 0.1°F during the entire reference day. The calculated
average geothermal gradient in the perforated zone was ~1.8°F/100ft.
Figure 100: Plot showing, DTS normalization to the downhole gauges.
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Figure 101: DTS data with a 13-point Savitzky-Golay smoothing routine applied to the data.

Time in days since Feb 6, 2012

Temperature change since 6Feb2012

Temperature

Figure 102: DTS data. Top: absolute measured temperature. Bottom: temperature differences
relative to an average temperature collected in the zone of interest on February 6, 2012.
Measurements were taken before well work. The near-homogeneity of the temperature
difference curve throughout the reference day helped evaluate temperature changes
during the test.
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Appendix C Lost Gas Correction due to
Dissolved Gas
Measurements were taken of the gas flow rate and produced gas composition
during the flowback stage. However, no measurements were made of the
dissolved gas composition of aqueous phase from the separator. Ignoring the
amount of gas dissolved in the aqueous phase could affect instantaneous gas rates,
total gas, and recovery factor for each component. Due to the expected
significance of CO2 dissolved in the aqueous phase, the amounts of gases
dissolved in produced water were estimated and were treated as production
corrections.
Water Production Rate
Water production data required for gas loss calculation are unavailable because
the flow meter broke during the early production period (damaged by sands in the
production stream). Estimations of the water production rate were based on
changes of water volume in each water tank and calculated using Equation 7.
Equation 7:

Estimated water production rate calculations

Volume change = Atan k × (H (t 2 ) − H (t1 )) + volume removed by vac truck

Where:
H(t2) = represents water levels at t2
H(t1) = represents water levels at t1
Daily water production was calculated from tank water levels taken every 30
minutes plus the total volume change during each 24-hour period.
As water leaving the tanks (recycle water) was sometimes higher than water
entering the tanks during some short periods, the calculated water productions
were often less than zero in those periods. Total water production during longer
periods did not display this issue. Therefore, the average water production rate
was calculated from the daily water production values.
Dissolved gas calculation (aqueous phase composition)
Material balance and flash calculations provided the basis for determining the
composition of the aqueous phase from the separator. Figure 103 illustrates the
flow diagram at the separator.
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Figure 103: Flow diagram at the separator.
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Gas rate and its composition were measured, whereas water rate from the
separator was set to be equal to the summation of the water production rate (in the
previous section) and the water recycle rate (measured).
Equation 8:

The total amount (mole) of each component in the inlet stream was determined from
the material balance at the separator

(Component i )
th

inlet stream

= (Gas rate × yi ) + ( Aqueous rate × xi )

The aqueous phase composition (xi) was estimated from Henry’s law, and the
total mole of each component in the inlet stream was calculated using equation
B2. At that point, a flash calculation obtained gas and aqueous phase
compositions (yi, xi). The entire calculation process is repeated (with different xi)
if the calculated gas compositions (yi) are very different from the measured gas
compositions. However, the estimation of aqueous phase composition using
Henry’s law was adequate after adjusting the constant for each component. The
maximum difference of the calculated and measured gas compositions was less
than 1%.
The next step used the calculated aqueous phase compositions for the loss
calculation. Figure 104 illustrates the simplified process flow diagram used for the
gas loss calculation.
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Figure 104: Simplified flow diagram for gas loss calculation.
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Equation 9:

Material balance at the water tank system

( component i )
th

loss

= ( Aqueous rate × xi )separator − ( Aqueous rate × xi )recycle

Compositions of the aqueous phase from the separator were calculated in the
previous step. The recycling water compositions were determined from flash
calculation at the water tank conditions. Temperature at the water tank was
measured, whereas water tank pressure was set to 14.7 psi (open tank).
The loss from Equation 9 includes the loss with vented gas at the water tank and
the loss with produced water. This calculation assumes that the CO2 concentration
in the aqueous phase is in equilibrium with the CO2 concentration in the produced
gas phase at the separator. This assumption should be valid unless the flow to the
separator is too high, meaning the fluid does not have enough time to reach
equilibrium at the separator conditions.
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Appendix D Tracer Gases
The field trial design included “non-interacting” conservative chemical tracers to
the CO2/N2 injection mixture as a way to reconcile mass balance issues associated
with the trial. This decision was based on the premise that a proper selection of
tracers would allow monitoring of the production stream to determine how much
of the original injected gas mixture was recovered with respect to a noninteracting component. The selection criteria included identification of a tracer
that would stay in solution with the injection gas and would not participate in the
hydrate phase. Two classes of molecules were considered: very small chemical
species (for example, He, Ne) and larger species that do not fit in the cages of the
sI hydrate. The very small chemical species form hydrates on their own but only
at high pressure. While these small molecules could enter into empty cages of
existing hydrate, their partitioning into the hydrate phase is relatively low (Strobel
et al, 2006, DOI:10.1021/jp062139n). However, some finite partitioning of these
small species would have to be accounted. The second class included larger
molecules too large to fit in the sI hydrate, the expected crystal structure for
natural CH4 hydrate and CO2 hydrate. Although these molecules form sII hydrate
on their own, sufficiently low concentrations will exclude them from the hydrate
phase. Low concentrations cannot produce a driving force sufficient to cause a
hydrate crystal structural transition.
The two selected molecules, SF6 and R114, are too large for sI structures. They
were used in the gas injection mixture at a sufficiently low concentration to avoid
sII hydrate formation. SF6 is a commonly used tracer for subsurface studies
(Wilson & Mackay, 2005, DOI: 10.1111/j.1745-6584.1993.tb00842.x). R114 was
selected based on its size and low water solubility. The desired injection
concentration was based on the GC detector sensitivity. The desired concentration
came to 1 ppm/v for SF6 and 30 ppm/v for R114. Using Multiflash (Infochem),
SF6 was predicted to be excluded from the hydrate at the desired injection
concentration. Experimental conditions predicted the need for at least 600 ppm/v
SF6 to create a stable sII hydrate-trapping SF6. Below those concentrations, SF6
should remain in the gas phase. R114 was unavailable in the program for
prediction.
Two tracers added detail to the characteristics of the flowback. SF6 was the first
tracer injected (for roughly half of the desired injection volume) and R114
followed for the remainder of the injection. The tracers were delivered using a
positive displacement pump and metered into the injection stream through a check
valve. Figure 105 shows the tracer concentrations during the injection phase. A
number of operational challenges affected the injection of the first tracer, SF6.
These included inefficient filling of the pump due to gas instead of liquid flowing
into the system, leaks, and tubing configuration issues. A check valve positioned
downstream of the analog valve V-127 generated the main configuration issue.
The check valve was repositioned upstream of V-127 before the R114 injection,
which allowed injection at a more controlled and steady concentration. Based on
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the integrated signal from the GC composition and flow rate data, the total
injected SF6 was 0.1988 scf and 2.9169 scf for R114.
Figure 105: Tracer concentrations during the injection phase measured with the on-line gas
chromatograph.
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Unexpectedly, both tracers were present immediately in the production stream
upon flowback. Figure 106 shows the tracer concentration during the production
phases along with the cumulative volumes in Figure 107. The first conservative
tracer in a “huff-and-puff” style test should not be present until later times, as it
would have been displaced into the formation during the R114-traced phase of
injection. In addition to being present immediately on flowback, the estimated
recovery factor for SF6 was greater than R114 (Figure 108).
To investigate whether these tracers actually were non-interacting, follow-up
laboratory tests were performed using two gas mixtures: 1) 77/23 mol% N2/CO2
with 1ppm/v SF6 and 2) 77/23 mol% N2/CO2 with 10ppm/v SF6 and 50ppm/v
R114. Hydrate was formed at ~34°F and 1420 psi from a water-filled sand pack
under constant pressure conditions. Following hydrate formation, the head space
gas was sampled and the cell was vented rapidly. After venting, the hydrate was
allowed to dissociate and the hydrate gas was collected and analyzed. In both
cases, the hydrate gas was enriched on CO2 relative to N2, as expected. The R114
was depleted in the hydrate case, indicating that it would act on a non-partitioning
tracer. However, in both cases, the SF6 was enriched in the hydrate gas. This
indicates that, at least for the case on new hydrate formation, the SF6 was not
acting as a non-interacting tracer. While this was not the result desired from SF6,
it may explain the tracer’s anomalous behavior during flowback (Figure 108).
More work is needed to explain the behavior of the tracers and to determine how
to interpret them in relation to the field trial.
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Figure 106: Tracer concentration during the production phases.
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Figure 107: Tracer cumulative produced volume during the production phases.
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Figure 108: Tracer percentage recovery during the production phases.
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Appendix E Isotopic Gas Analysis
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Appendix F Database
The Iġnik Sikumi #1 2012 database contains all of the information recorded
during the field trial along with corrections and calculations performed. Data
sources include an on-line gas chromatograph (GC), three downhole gauges, flow
meters, pumps, temperature and pressure sensors, DTS, and water production
rates. Schlumberger (SLB) provided data logging for the entire test with data fed
from other vendors, including Halliburton (DTS) and Expro (production,
separation). All data were fed to a main data logger from the various sources
(Figure 109) and recorded in a MySQL database with daily tables. Eight table
types were used with variables categorized based on their function (for example,
flow, temperature, pressure). The original raw data is provided in the
Raw_Database folder.
Figure 109: Data streams and data logger used during the field trial.

Supporting documents are included to help future interpretations of the field trial.
Additional documentation includes the P&IDs from EXPRO and SLB for all
surface facilities. The database includes volumes for all surface lines and
equipment in the injection and production streams as well as the wellbore
volumes. An operations log contains notes from the well supervisor, SLB,
EXPRO, well work, and the production engineers during the pilot. A master
variable list identifies each data stream, including all available supplementary
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information (sensor type, model, calibration parameters, scaling parameters, and
so on). In addition, a supporting data document highlights known issues, lists
corrections made to the raw dataset, and details how various calculations were
performed.
The “clean” dataset was formed using the original data streams from each vendor.
Corrections to the dataset included correcting for time-stamping errors,
reprocessing all of the GC data, correcting data spikes and noise (especially from
the downhole gauges), and renormalizing the DTS data. Because of the large
number of data points, one-minute and five-minute time-averaged datasets were
created. The one-minute time-averaged data fed all injection and production
calculations, which are provided with the database.
The final database is in MS SQL 2008 R2 format and includes an installer.
Following installation of the database, the clean datasets and the time-averaged
datasets must be restored into the database. A data extraction tool allows users to
extract CSV format files of select data. In addition to using the database, all data
are already available and included in both CSV and Matlab formatted files. DTS
playbacks in mp4 format have been provided for the entire test at three ranges:
full wellbore, 2150-2350 ft, and 2230-2280 ft.
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Appendix G Operations Report
This section of the report contains a copy of the Time Log and Summary Report
file that was generated for the Iġnik Sikumi Well #1 during the test phase of this
project.
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